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In accord with the format of previous reports, this consists of a series of reports on specific projects. There is a brief introduction commenting on each report, and the project reports follow in the order of the headings in the introduction.

"Program A" corresponds to work funded jointly by NAGW-674 and Australian sources, and "Program B" to that funded by Australian sources alone.

PROGRAM A

(i) COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF T4 AND HYPULSE

Chemical Recombination in an Expansion Tube (R. Bakos and R.G. Morgan)

An analytical and numerical study has been carried out to determine the probable "frozen" composition of air test gas in an expansion tube. A model for diaphragm rupture was assumed and, using this model, it was found that the test gas composition could be obtained from an entropy correlation, similar to that employed by Harris for steady nozzle flows.

(ii) DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF THRUST/DRAG

(a) Drag Measurements on Blunted Cones and a Scramjet Vehicle in Hypervelocity Flow (L. Porter, D. Mee and A. Paull)

This records our first measurement of drag on a scramjet model (as well as drag measurements on blunt cones). Drag coefficients of the model were found to be quite high, and were subsequently reduced by reducing the afterbody cone angle, and the angle of the afterbody of the splitters between the combustion chambers.

(b) Thrust Measurements of a Complete Axisymmetric Scramjet in an Impulse Facility (A. Paull, R.J. Stalker and D.J. Mee)

This records the early measurements of thrust when fuel was injected on the scramjet model above. The model was modified by reducing the thrust surface angles as noted.
(c) **Scramjet Thrust Measurement in a Shock Tunnel** (A. Paull, R.J. Stalker and D.J. Mee)

The effect of stagnation enthalpy on scramjet thrust is measured in this paper. It is found that the positive thrust measured at 3.0 MJ/kg falls rapidly as stagnation enthalpy is increased, and above 3.5 MJ/kg, a negative thrust is recorded. Subsequent investigation showed that this was primarily due to the increase in precombustion temperature.

(d) **Thrust Measurement in a 2-D Scramjet Nozzle** (S. Tuttle, D.J. Mee and J.M. Simmons)

Considerable difficulty has been experienced in measuring thrust with this non-axisymmetric configuration, but the present measurements show evidence of a well deserved success. They show that skin friction losses do not make a large difference to the thrust of the nozzle.

(iii) **COMBUSTION SCALING**

**Scaling in a Scramjet Combustor** (M.V. Pulsonetti and R.J. Stalker)

This is a brief note indicating that scaling in scramjet combustors may follow that of ramjet combustors, with a scaling parameter that depends on the product (pressure x a characteristic dimension).

**PROGRAM B**

(i) **MIXING AND COMBUSTION**

(a) **Hypersonic Ignition and Thrust Production in a Scramjet** (A. Paull)

Measurements on a long combustion duct with a nozzle attached have been made. Specific impulse values in excess of 1500 sec were obtained with hydrogen fuel, but this decayed rapidly as stagnation enthalpy was increased.

(b) **Supersonic Combustion in a Constant Area Duct** (M. Wendt)

This began as a PhD study of the effect of temperature of H₂ fuel when injected into a supersonic duct. However, in understanding the results of experiments, a substantial amount of work on other effects was done. The work has been presented as a thesis, and the conclusions only are reported here.
A PhD thesis on the mass spectrometer is currently being examined, and a chapter from that thesis relating to mass spectrometric measurements of species concentrations in a mixing and combustion wake is presented. The mass spectrometer results indicate that the width of the species concentration profiles is approximately the same as the pitot pressure profiles, indicating that species and momentum diffusion are similar.

(ii) **SKIN FRICTION AND HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS**

(a) **Transition of Compressible High Enthalpy Boundary Layer Flow over a Flat Plate**
(Y. He and R.G. Morgan)

Measurements of the heat transfer to a flat plate in T4 showed transition taking place at Reynolds' number between $2.8 \times 10^6$ and $0.6 \times 10^6$ for stagnation enthalpies ranging from 3 to 7 MJ/kg.

Skin friction measurements in a turbulent boundary layer are being attempted.

(iii) **EXPANSION TUBES**

*The Superorbital Expansion Tube Concept, Experiment and Analysis* (A. Neely and R.G. Morgan)

This paper reports experiments with a small expansion tube in which a usable test flow was produced at a test section velocity of 13 km/sec.

(iv) **FORCE BALANCE**

*Balances for the Measurement of Multiple Components of Force in Flows of a Millisecond Duration* (D.J. Mee, W.J.T. Daniel, S.L. Tuttle and J.M. Simmons)

The principle of the force balance, which has been used to measure thrust and drag in shock tunnels, is extended to measure lift and pitching moment as well.
Chemical Recombination in an Expansion Tube

Robert J. Bakos* and Richard G. Morgan†
University of Queensland,
Brisbane, Queensland 4072, Australia

Introduction

Hypersonic propulsion and aerothermal testing requirements continue to drive the development of ground facilities capable of duplicating energy, Reynolds number, and stream chemistry at near-orbital velocities. Expansion tube pulse facilities offer this capability if the theoretical operating cycle proposed by Trimpi is accepted as representing the actual flow history. As shown in the distance-time (x-t) diagram (Fig. 1a), this requires that the secondary diaphragm rupture instantaneously on impact by the primary shock, and that its mass contributes no inertia to the test gas for subsequent acceleration. However, experiments by Shinn and Miller with helium test gas have shown that for even the thinnest practical diaphragm (3.18 μm polyester film in a 152-mm-diam tube) the primary shock reflection off the diaphragm maintains sufficient strength to travel more than 110 mm upstream into the oncoming test gas. Because the test gas in an expansion tube originates from the vicinity of the diaphragm, it is processed by the reflected shock. For air test gas, the entropy generated may be sufficient to cause significant oxygen dissociation that can only be eliminated by recombination in the subsequent unsteady expansion. In this sense, the problem is similar to the nozzle freezing problem occurring in high-enthalpy reflected shock tunnels.

The details of the secondary diaphragm rupture will affect both the strength of the reflected shock generated and the rate of expansion experienced by the test gas as it accelerates under the influence of the unsteady expansion. This Note adopts a diaphragm inertia rupture model assuming that the diaphragm shears cleanly around its periphery, remains intact and nearly planar, and provides no resistance other than its inertia to acceleration by the pressure field. The diaphragm acceleration relieves the pressure behind the reflected shock so that it weakens with time (Fig. 1b), lowering the test gas entropy and initial dissociation levels. Also, and perhaps more importantly, the diaphragm inertia limits the initial expansion rate, allowing effective recombination to be achieved.

For this situation an approximate analytical solution for the Lagrangian pressure-time history is presented for an ideal gas. A one-dimensional numerical solution with equilibrium chemistry for the diaphragm-inertia model was also done and shows good agreement with both the approximate analytical solution and a pressure measurement for air test gas from the NASA Langley HYPULSE expansion tube. The extent of recombination is then calculated using a finite rate chemistry package for the analytically or numerically determined pressure-time history.

Calculations including the diaphragm inertia show significantly lower dissociation levels than those reported recently by Wilson where the diaphragm was taken to hold fast for a specified holding time and then allowed to open instantaneously without contributing inertia to the subsequent acceleration (Fig. 1c). In Ref. 5, this model was used in a full one-dimensional, unsteady-flow calculation with finite rate chemistry. An approximate calculation of recombination for this rupture model is included here for comparison with the inertia model.

Finally, a two-parameter correlation summarizes the results of the nonequilibrium calculations for air in terms of the
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Fig. 1 x-t diagrams for secondary diaphragm rupture models: a) ideal diaphragm, b) inertial diaphragm and c) holding time diaphragm.
Analysis

Under the assumption of a peripheral diaphragm rupture, the diaphragm motion will proceed subject to its inertia and the pressure applied to either side. Therefore, the diaphragm acts as a very light piston separating the test and acceleration gases. Because typical present diaphragm pressure ratios are of the order 100–1000:1, pressure in the compressing gas is negligible (for the initial portion of the diaphragm motion) relative to the test gas pressure, p₁, behind the reflected shock. The equation of motion for the diaphragm is

\[
\frac{du}{dt} = \frac{p_d}{\rho_d w_d}
\]  

(1)

where \(\rho_d\) is the diaphragm density and \(w_d\) the thickness.

Following Meyer,⁴ the gas between the diaphragm and the reflected shock is assumed to have a uniform value of the Riemann invariant \(J_s = 2a_o/(\gamma - 1) + u\), where \(a_s\) is the sound speed and \(u\) the gas motion velocity, such that the \(J_s\) characteristics will be straight lines emanating from the diaphragm surface. That is, the expansion occurs through a simple wave. Uniformity of \(J_s\) requires that either the reflected shock be weak such that entropy changes across it can be ignored, or that it does not decay so that again a uniform entropy region exists behind it. For conditions of interest the initial reflected shock Mach number relative to the test gas is within the range \(M_s = 2–3\), which, although does not significantly alter the value of \(J_s\), is evaluated behind the fully reflected shock and assumed not to vary; thus the diaphragm motion is equivalent to that caused by an infinite-length reservoir at the postreflected shock pressure and sound speed. This leads to the following relation for the pressure on the upstream face of the diaphragm,

\[
p_d = \left( \frac{J_s - u_d}{J_s} \right)^{\gamma/(\gamma - 1)}
\]  

(2)

where subscript 0 refers to conditions beyond the fully reflected shock. Introducing a velocity scale \(u_d = 2a_o/(\gamma - 1)\) and an inertial time scale \(t_d = 2a_o\rho_0^\gamma/(\gamma - 1)\rho_d\) for the diaphragm motion, integration of Eq. (1) with Eq. (2) gives for the diaphragm velocity

\[
\frac{\mu_d}{\mu} = 1 - \left(1 + \frac{t}{t_d}\right)^{-\gamma/(\gamma - 1)}
\]  

(3)

and for the pressure history of a particle adjacent to the diaphragm face,

\[
p_d = \left(1 + \frac{t}{t_d}\right)^{-\gamma/(\gamma - 1)}
\]  

(4)

The initial expansion rate at \(t = 0\) is \(dp/\gamma dt = -\gamma p^2/p\gamma dp/dt\), which is seen to be limited by the diaphragm mass.

For subsequent particles, their location and pressure-time history is evaluated analytically using the now known diaphragm trajectory (3) and the straight \(J_s\) characteristics.⁵ The reflected shock trajectory is computed similarly by evaluating \(J_s\) at the diaphragm and communicating it back along the straight characteristics to specify the downstream velocity boundary condition for the shock.

For the holding time model just described, the holding time creates a fully stagnant region. The instantaneous diaphragm rupture that follows forms a centered unsteady expansion anchored to the diaphragm station (Fig. 1c). Shock decay only begins when the head of the expansion intersects the reflected shock. Taking the holding time sufficiently large so that no decay occurs for test gas particles that will comprise the useful test gas, the pressure history for a particle which enters the center of expansion at time \(t_0\) after shock reflection is,⁶

\[
\frac{p}{p_0} = \left( \frac{t}{t_0} \right)^{-\gamma/(\gamma - 1)}
\]  

(5)

where \(p_0\) is the pressure behind the reflected shock and \(t > t_0\). Different particle histories correspond to different values of \(t_0\). The initial expansion rate at \(t = t_0\) is \(dp/\gamma dt = -\gamma p^2/p\gamma dp/dt\), which is that the particle initially adjacent to the diaphragm at rupture, corresponding to \(t_0 = 0\), experiences an infinite expansion rate.

Inertial Diaphragm Model Results

The nominal Mach 17 operating condition⁴ of the HY-PULSE expansion tube is used for a test case. For this condition the shock tube is filled with air to 3.45 kPa, and the primary shock speed is 2670 m/s approaching the diaphragm. The acceleration tube is filled to 7.2 Pa, also with air, and the diaphragm is 12.7-μm polyester film. Equilibrium conditions behind the reflected shock at the diaphragm are \(p_0 = 2.19\) MPa, \(a_o = 1380\) m/s, and \(\gamma = 1.30\). The one-dimensional finite volume code of Jacobs⁵ was run for this test case using approximate equilibrium chemistry. The solution was started at the time the primary shock reaches the diaphragm and continued for 0.5 ms. The diaphragm was assumed to act as a piston of fixed mass. Grid convergence was confirmed by doubling the resolution and noting no significant change in the solution.

Figure 2a shows a measured tube wall pressure trace⁸ at a location 76 mm downstream of the secondary diaphragm with analytical and numerical simulations. The numerical solution accurately predicts the diaphragm location, as well as the initial pressure field. The reflected shock appears to be smeared in the experimental trace, possibly as a result of nonplanar diaphragm rupture. The analytical solution captures the general features of the flowfield, in particular the location and pressure on the diaphragm. In addition, Fig. 2b
shows that there is good agreement between the numerical and analytical estimates of pressure decay for the particle adjacent to the diaphragm. This also indicates that the effects of chemistry on the pressure distribution are small for the conditions considered and that the ideal gas approximation is adequate for this study.

Recombination Chemistry

Recombination in the expansion is calculated using a general chemical kinetics computer program\(^6\) for a specified particle pressure-time history, with the gas immediately behind the reflected shock assumed to be in chemical equilibrium. There exist several choices for the chemical kinetic mechanisms for high-temperature air\(^11\) that give variations of approximately ±20% in the computed atomic oxygen mass fraction. The mechanism in Ref. 12 has been widely used for computing shock tunnel nozzle flows and is adopted here.

Figure 3 shows computed atomic oxygen and nitric oxide mass fractions (the only significant air contaminants at these conditions) as a function of time after flow arrival in the test section located 14 m from the diaphragm at the exit of the acceleration tube. The time ordinate in all cases results from conserving mass between a given particle and the diaphragm when going from the postincident shock state, 2, through the reflected shock and expansion, to the facility exit, state 5 (Fig. 1).

Considering the holding time model results, the first particles to exit the facility (those initially adjacent to the diaphragm) experience rapid expansion rates and freeze at a composition near the pre-expansion value. Subsequent particles see lesser expansion rates and recombine further, in agreement with the results of Ref. 5. For the numerical solution of the inertia model, five particle trajectories were analyzed. The presence of the diaphragm mass reduces the expansion rate for the first particles yielding greater recombination than the holding time model. Subsequent particles are processed by a weaker reflected shock altering the composition as shown. Using the pressure history from the analytical solution for the particle adjacent to the diaphragm, good agreement is found with the numerical solution there. Accuracy of the analytical solution diminishes for subsequent particles and they are not analyzed for recombination.

Entropy Correlation

For steady expansion nozzles the frozen enthalpy and composition of nonequilibrium air at the nozzle exit correlate well with the nozzle reservoir entropy.\(^12\)\(^14\) Nonequilibrium compositions resulting from unsteady expansion can be similarly correlated using the postreflected shock entropy, provided that the initial portion of the expansion occurs in equilibrium and at constant entropy. For this situation the expansion will pass through the lower pressure starting conditions of other expansions having the same entropy. If these expansions subsequently have coincident pressure-time histories, they will yield the same final composition. From Eq. (4) it can be seen that coincident expansions have equal values of the modified time scale

$$t_s = t_{eq} \exp \left( \frac{1}{\kappa T} \right)$$

All expansions with the same \(t_s\) and initial entropy will yield the same chemical composition.

Figure 4 illustrates this correlation for atomic oxygen and nitric oxide mass fractions. It was constructed for a range of initial pressures of 1.5, 15.0, and 150 MPa and temperatures from 3500 to 6000 K. These ranges should span the majority of expansion tube operating conditions for simulating subsonic velocities. The correlation is accurate to within the uncertainty due to the high-temperature air kinetics already noted. It applies to the particle initially adjacent to the diaphragm, and thus from Fig. 3, represents an upper bound on atomic oxygen and a reasonable estimate of nitric oxide content. Departure from the correlation occurs below 3500 K where the equilibrium starting conditions fall below the freezing condition of expansions from higher pressure and the same entropy. The thermodynamic data available in the kinetics code\(^6\) set the 6000 K maximum temperature limit.
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Abstract

This paper reports some applications of the deconvolution force balance (Sanderson and Simmons, 1991) for measuring drag in hypervelocity impulse facilities where test times are of the order of 1 ms. Two basic model geometries are considered. The first is a 5° semi-vertex angle cone with varying degrees of nose bluntness. The influence of bluntness on drag on this slender conical body in a Mach 5.2 air stream at a stagnation enthalpy of 14 MJ/kg is presented. The second application is to the drag measurement on the more complex geometry of a scramjet powered vehicle. The drag on the vehicle has been measured at stagnation enthalpies in the range of 3 - 14 MJ/kg.

1 Introduction

A scramjet operating at Mach numbers above 4 is being proposed as the propulsion system for a disposable vehicle to launch small payloads into low earth orbit (Stalker, 1992). The forebody of the scramjet will be conical in geometry. Ideally, a sharp nose would reduce the aerodynamic drag on the vehicle. However, a pointed slender nose is difficult to cool and may restrict the payload capacity. These practical limitations have motivated research into the aerodynamic characteristics of a blunted cone in hypersonic (Mach number greater than 5) and hypervelocity (flight speed greater than 5 km s⁻¹) flow.

To simulate these flight conditions experiments were performed in the T4 free piston driver shock tunnel facility (Stalker and Morgan, 1988). The test times experienced in the T4 facility are of the order of 1 ms. While the drag force is a fundamental parameter in the design of any flight vehicle, its measurement in hypersonic impulse facilities is inhibited by the short test time. Conventional force balance or accelerometer balance techniques would restrict the maximum model size to 50 mm in a facility having a test time of 1 ms (Sanderson and Simmons, 1991). However, a technique for drag measurement in hypersonic impulse facilities, the deconvolution force balance, has been developed by Sanderson and Simmons (1991). This technique takes into account the distributed mass effects and depends on the interpretation of the transient stress waves propagating within the model and its supporting structure.

The present experimental programme is the first in which the technique has been used to obtain data on the drag of aerodynamic bodies of current interest. One primary aim was to obtain a preliminary measurement of the influence of nose bluntness on drag on a slender cone in hypervelocity flow. Another was to extend the technique to measuring the drag on the more complex geometry of a scramjet vehicle. Having achieved these objectives it is envisaged that a more comprehensive investigation into nose bluntness effects can be conducted. The result of applying this knowledge to the optimal design of a scramjet vehicle can then be measured directly using the deconvolution force balance to measure the drag in hypersonic and hypervelocity test flows.

2 Experiments

2.1 Facility

The experiments were performed in the T4 free piston driver shock tunnel facility (Stalker and Morgan, 1988). A contoured axisymmetric Mach 5 nozzle was used to expand the gas from the stagnation region to the appropriate test conditions. The nozzle exit plane was 265 mm in diameter and the nozzle throat diameter was 25 mm. The tunnel was operated in a tailored mode so that the static pressure and enthalpy would be constant throughout the flow test time.

2.2 Drag Measurement Technique

The model is attached to a "sting" in the form of a slender elastic bar (Figure 1). The sting is suspended
by vertical threads to allow free movement in the axial direction. Strain gauges located on the sting record the passage of stress waves resulting from the impulsively applied drag force as they are transmitted from the model into the sting.

Following Sanderson and Simmons (1991) the dynamic behaviour of the model/sting combination is modelled as a time-invariant, causal, linear system described by the convolution integral,

\[ y(t) = \int_0^t g(t - \tau) u(\tau) d\tau \quad (1) \]

where \( u(t) \) is the single input to the system, \( y(t) \) is the resulting output and \( g(t) \) is the unit impulse response function. Knowing the response of the system to a unit impulsive force it is possible to determine the response of the system to excitation by any arbitrary force via Equation 1. Alternatively, and what is done here, \( y(t) \) is obtained from the strain gauge output and a numerical deconvolution process is performed to obtain \( u(t) \), the time-history of drag applied to the model (Sanderson and Simmons, 1991).

It has been demonstrated that the technique is insensitive to small changes in the impulse response function (Simmons et al (1992)). Thus the unit impulse response function may be approximated numerically using dynamic finite element modelling.

2.3 Variable Nose Bluntness Slender Cone Model

Experiments were performed on a 5° semi-vertex angle aluminium cone of 100 mm base diameter. A total of 11 variable nose tips was used ranging in nose radius from 0.2 mm to 18.0 mm in steps of 1.8 mm. These correspond to bluntness ratios of 0.004 to 0.36 where the bluntness ratio is the ratio of the nose radius to the cone base radius. The cone is 571.5 mm long with the sharpest tip attached. The base of the cone was made hollow in order to reduce the mechanical time constant of the system (Porter et al, 1992). This reduced the mass of the model by almost 50%.

The 2.5 m long sting was constructed from brass tubing of 34.9 mm outside diameter and 1.6 mm wall thickness, giving a high bending stiffness. The sting length was chosen to delay the interference of the stress wave reflected from the free end of the sting with the flow test time. As the speed of propagation of stress waves in brass is 3.6 kms\(^{-1}\), a sting length of 2.5 m allowed 1.3 ms before the reflected waves arrived at the strain gauges. (This estimate of test time takes into account the positioning of the strain gauges 300 mm from the model/sting interface (Figure 1)).

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the model/sting arrangement with the finite element mesh used to calculate the unit impulse response function superimposed. As the drag measurement technique used here is insensitive to small changes in the impulse response (Simmons et al, 1992) and as the unit impulse response function is in turn relatively insensitive to the loading distribution on the model, the impulse response determined for a distributed load on the sharp cone model has been used in the numerical deconvolution to obtain the drag for all the blunted cone models tested.

2.4 Scramjet Vehicle Model

The model of the scramjet vehicle was made of aluminium and consisted of a centrebody surrounded by 6 evenly distributed combustion chambers (Figure 3). The centrebody was composed of a 9° semi-vertex angle sharp conical forebody of length 99 mm; a 9° intake surface extending for a further 60 mm; a combustion duct length of 60 mm; and a 15° thrust surface of length 55 mm. The scramjet centrebody thus had a total length of 274 mm. The combustion duct was also made of aluminium and had a total length of 145 mm. The stainless steel cowl surface angle at the thrust nozzle exit was 7°.
The scramjet model had 6 combustion ducts evenly distributed about the centrebody. The diameter of the centrebody for the length of the combustion chambers was 51 mm. The internal diameter of the combustion duct cowl was 69 mm and the external diameter was 71 mm. Each of the combustion chambers was approximately 12 mm in radial width. No provision was made for injecting fuel into the scramjet ducts on this model.

For these tests the scramjet model was attached to the nose of the cone in place of one of the blunt tips. The cone was then shielded from the flow to prevent it from experiencing any aerodynamic forces.

The unit impulse response function was determined numerically using a dynamic finite element program for the case of a point load applied axially at the tip of the model. The finite element mesh for the scramjet model is shown in Figure 4. The supports attaching the centrebody to the cowl were designed to approximate the mass of the walls of the 6 combustion chambers. This was done so that the scramjet could be modelled with an axisymmetric finite element mesh to simplify the numerical analysis.

2.5 Instrumentation

Kulite UHP-5000-060 semi-conductor strain gauges were used to measure the system output y(t). These gauges have a gauge factor of 155 but they are highly temperature sensitive. This made it necessary to use a modified Wheatstone bridge circuit to compensate the gauge output signals against undesirable temperature effects. Four strain gauges were used. Two gauges were attached to a separate piece of the sting material and placed near the sting so that they saw the same thermal environment but no mechanical strain. The two strain measuring gauges were arranged so that the circuit was sensitive only to axial loads.

Measurements of the pressure in the base area of the cone were obtained. Additional instrumentation consisted of measurement of the shock speeds in the shock tube and stagnation pressures. These are used to determine the conditions of the test gas.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Test Flow Conditions

The conditions in the test section were numerically determined using ESTC (McIntosh, 1968) and NENZF (Lordi et al, 1966). The shock speed in the shock tube and the stagnation pressure were measured and used as inputs to ESTC to determine the temperature of the test gas in the stagnation region after shock reflection. The test gas undergoes a steady expansion from the stagnation region to the test flow properties at the exit plane of the nozzle. NENZF is a one-dimensional non-equilibrium code which is then used to predict the properties of the test gas at the nozzle exit plane given the stagnation pressure and temperature.

Measurements made of the test section Pitot pressure and static pressure were found to agree well with those predicted by NENZF. The test flow properties were found to be repeatable to within 10%. The four conditions at which tests have been performed are listed in Table 1. All experiments were conducted in a test gas of air.

3.2 Blunted Cone Drag Measurements

Experiments on the variable nose bluntness slender cone model were performed at the 14.4 MJ/kg test condition (Table 1). The signal output from the strain gauge bridge was deconvoluted numerically as described in Section 2.2 to obtain the time history of

Figure 3. Scramjet powered vehicle.

Figure 4. Finite element model of scramjet vehicle and sting.
the drag on the model. This drag measurement technique is inherently noisy as the deconvolution process tends to amplify any noise present in the original output signal, y(t). It was thus necessary to pass all the drag measurements resulting from the numerical deconvolution process through a 2 kHz, 6 pole Butterworth low-pass digital filter.

Figure 5 shows the measured drag in its filtered form for a nose radius of 10.8 mm in comparison with its corresponding strain gauge output signal before deconvolution. The steady flow test time may be identified by the regions of steady drag, occurring around 4.8 ms in Figure 5.

The results from this preliminary study into the effects nose bluntness has on cone drag are summarised in Figure 6. At the smaller nose bluntnesses the effect on the total drag is relatively minor. The drag shows an increase from the sharp nose value of about 20% at a nose radius of 7.2 mm (bluntness ratio of 0.144). However, beyond this radius the drag increases more rapidly so that at a nose radius of 18.0 mm (bluntness ratio of 0.36) the value of drag is about 145% greater than the drag on the sharp cone.

A theoretical prediction of the total drag on a sharp cone has been made and is also shown in Figure 6. The pressure drag was predicted using Taylor-Maccoll theory (Taylor and Maccoll, 1932) and found to be 159 N for the case being studied here. An estimate for the skin friction drag on the cone was made based on laminar boundary layer theory (White, 1974) and found to be 36 N. This gives a total drag of 195 N for a sharp, 5° semi-vertex angle and 57.5 mm long cone travelling in air at the 14 MJ/kg condition (Table 1). The value of drag measured for the sharp cone was 200 N, thus reinforcing the accuracy of the drag measurement technique used.

3.3 Drag Force on Scramjet Vehicle

This model provides a good test of the utility of the deconvolution force balance given the complexity and size of the model. All previous studies using the deconvolution balance have been on simpler conical geometries (Sanderson and Simmons, 1991; Porter et al., 1992). The present model deviates from axisymmetry in the arrangement of the scramjet engine modules around the central body of the vehicle. All net aerodynamic forces should be axial for these zero incidence tests. These tests were performed to measure the aerodynamic drag associated with the scramjet vehicle design, thus there was no injection of fuel into the scramjet ducts.

The first step in testing the applicability of the deconvolution force balance to drag measurement on

Table 1. Flow conditions in a test gas of air.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Stagnation Enthalpy MJ/kg</th>
<th>Mach No.</th>
<th>Static Pressure kPa</th>
<th>Plate Pressure kPa</th>
<th>Static Temperature K</th>
<th>Flow Velocity km/s</th>
<th>Density kg/m³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The complicated scramjet model involved comparison of a finite element computation of the step response of the model with an experimental result. The finite element computation was performed for an impulsively applied point load at the tip of the model. The experimental step response was obtained by cutting a wire attaching a mass to the tip of the model as in Sanderson and Simmons (1991). This simulates a point load applied impulsively to the tip of the model. Six experimental results were averaged in order to reduce the level of random noise on the signals. The results for the computation and experiment are shown in Figure 7. In these plots the stresses are normalized with the stress that is obtained for a static application of the load to the tip.

The results show that the finite element computation predicts the experiments quite well. The overall rise in the level of stress in the sting is well captured although there are some differences in the finer detail. Based on this result the computed step response has been used to determine the impulse response for use in deconvolution of the measured results.

Figure 8 shows time-histories of the deconvoluted drag on the scramjet vehicle at the low enthalpy conditions of nominally 3 MJ/kg of Table 1. Results are shown for the two different pressure levels at this enthalpy. The results show the characteristic peak in drag at the start of the test flow which is attributed to the starting up process of the nozzle, followed by a period of relatively steady overall force. This is also evident in the cone drag data. The period of steady drag force corresponds to the steady flow test time. Thus, it would appear that the deconvolution balance is suitable for testing complex models such as the present scramjet vehicle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Drag (N)</th>
<th>Drag Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Drag coefficients of scramjet vehicle at the 4 conditions of Table 1.
The drag coefficients (based on the external cowl radius) corresponding to the four test conditions of Table 1 ranged from 0.20 to 0.33 (Table 2). These relatively high values are attributed to a lack of pressure recovery downstream of the combustion ducts.

4. Conclusion

The drag measurements made on the 5° semi-vertex angle, variable nose bluntness cone model reveal a steadily increasing effect of nose bluntness on drag on the cone. The effect at the smaller nose bluntness is relatively small, with a 20% increase in drag at a nose radius of 7.2 mm. This is encouraging for the design of a hypersonic space plane or a centrebody for an axisymmetric scramjet where a slightly blunted nose is required to reduce stagnation point heating. Beyond this nose radius the drag increases more rapidly with nose bluntness.

The results for the scramjet powered vehicle indicate that the deconvolution force balance can be applied successfully to measure the drag on models of quite complex geometry. It is envisaged that a more comprehensive investigation into possible real gas effects on the nose bluntness effects on cone drag will then be applied to the optimal design of the forebody of a scramjet vehicle. The testing of various designs can then be carried out using the deconvolution force balance.
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THREAT MEASUREMENTS OF A COMPLETE AXISYMMETRIC SCRAMJET IN AN IMPULSE FACILITY
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes tests which were conducted in the hypersonic impulse facility T4 on a fully integrated axisymmetric scramjet configuration. In these tests, the net force on the scramjet vehicle was measured using a deconvolution force balance. This measurement technique and its application to a complex model such as the scramjet are discussed. Results are presented for the scramjet’s aerodynamic drag and the net force on the scramjet when fuel is injected into the combustion chambers. It is shown that a scramjet using a hydrogen-silane fuel produces greater thrust than its aerodynamic drag at flight speeds equivalent to 2600 m/s.

INTRODUCTION

Extensive investigations, both numerical and experimental, have been conducted to determine if scramjets produce sufficient thrust to be economically viable for hypersonic flight. Although these investigations are important, the most definitive way to determine the viability of a scramjet is to perform flight tests with a fully integrated configuration. That is to say, flight tests of a scramjet with intakes, combustion chambers, thrust surfaces and exterior surfaces. Flight tests can be made in two ways. A scramjet could be propelled through the atmosphere with a suitable carrier or alternatively, and what was used for the tests described here, flight tests can be performed in a hypersonic test facility. The free piston driven shock tunnel T4 was used to test the axisymmetric scramjet seen in figure 1. The drag or net thrust produced by the scramjet was obtained using a deconvolution force balance (Sanderson and Simons 1991). The time-history of the force acting on the scramjet is obtained by the force acting on the scramjet is obtained by the force acting on the scramjet. This type of balance was originally designed so that a force could be deconvolved over a period of approximately 1 ms. However, this is insufficient for testing scramjets. An increase in deconvolution time is required because valves are opened and fuel is injected prior to the start of the test flow. To obtain an accurate time history of the force on the scramjet, these events must also be deconvolved. The development of this balance and technique to the point where time-history measurements can be made over a period in excess of 10 ms on a complicated model has been crucial to the measurement of the net thrust produced by a scramjet.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

A schematic of the scramjet, fuel tank and sting is shown in figure 1. The scramjet is connected to the fuel tank which in turn is connected to the sting. The scramjet is cylindrical in shape with a conical forebody and thrust surface. It has an aluminum centrebody and a stainless steel cowl. The fuel tank is cylindrical in shape and is made from stainless steel. The sting is a brass cylindrical pipe. Semiconductor strain gauges are attached to the sting approximately 200 mm downstream of the fuel tank.

The sting and model are suspended by fine threads so that the combination is free to move in the direction of the axis of the tunnel. The fuel tank and sting are shielded from the test flow. This shielding is required to ensure that the forces which are measured are only the aerodynamic forces acting on the model. The overall length of the scramjet is 274 mm and its external diameter is 71 mm. The conical forebody has a 9 degree half angle and the thrust surface has a 11 degree half angle.

Six identical combustion chambers are distributed
around the cylindrical centrebody. The combustion chambers are 58.5 mm long and of constant cross-section. The centrebody is cylindrical with a diameter of 51 mm.

A connecting pipe between the model and the fuel tank is 75 mm long. The fuel tank shielding which seals on this pipe starts 55 mm downstream of the end of the thrust surface. Aerodynamic drag on this 55 mm section constitutes part of the drag on the scramjet.

Fuel could be injected upstream of the combustion chamber intakes from injectors located on the conical forebody or from injectors within the intakes positioned at the entrance to the combustion chambers. In the tests described here, fuel was injected only from the injectors located at the entrance to the combustion chambers. The upstream injectors were plugged.

In each combustion chamber there is one injector. Each injector is a 2 mm orifice angled at 30 degrees to the centreline of the scramjet and located centrally at the entrance to the combustion chamber. Fuel is supplied to the injectors from the fuel tank by means of a pipe through the centrebody of the scramjet.

The fuel pressure is monitored in the fuel pipe as shown in figure 1. This pressure and calibration factors for the injectors are used to determine the mass flow rate of the fuel. It is assumed that the flow through the injectors is choked. The mass flow rate of the fuel is varied by changing filling pressure of the fuel tank.

Fuel flow is controlled by a fast acting valve located between the scramjet and the fuel tank. The valve fully opens in approximately 6 ms (depending on filling pressure) and closes in approximately 100 ms.

**THE FORCE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE**

The force balance used to measure the scramjet's thrust is described in detail by Sanderson and Simmons (1991) and involves determining the time-history of the force acting on the test model by monitoring the axial strain on a long sting attached to the base of the model. When the flow starts around the model the resulting aerodynamic forces cause stress waves to propagate and reflect within the model and fuel tank. These waves are transmitted into the sting and are monitored by the strain gauges. Such a system can be modelled as a linear system characterized by an input $u(t)$ - the axial force on the model, an output $y(t)$ - the strain measured in the sting and an impulse response $g(t)$ relating the two. This can be written using a convolution integral,

$$y(t) = \int_{0}^{t} g(t-\tau) u(\tau) \, d\tau.$$

When the impulse response and the output are known, deconvolution techniques can be used to solve the inverse problem to find the time-history of the axial force on the model.

The impulse response which characterizes the system can be found either experimentally or by using dynamic finite element analysis. For the present tests an experimentally determined impulse response has been used. This was found by suspending the model and sting by a fine wire attached to the tip of the conical forebody of the scramjet. The wire was then cut close to the tip of the forebody to produce a sudden removal of a tensile load. This is equivalent to a step-like drag load applied at the tip of the model. The resulting strain gauge output (figure 2) measured in the sting gives the step response of the system. The impulse response is then found by differentiating the step response with respect to time.

The opening of the fuel valve a few milliseconds before the arrival of the test flow added some complications to the force balance measurement technique not previously encountered. Previously (Sanderson and Simmons (1991)) strain gauge signals

![Figure 2. Strain gauge output as a function of time for a unit step load applied to the scramjet nose.](Image)
had only been processed to the point in time at which waves that reflected from the downstream end of the sting returned to the measurement location. However, it was found in the work of Porter et al. (1993) that signals could be processed beyond this time provided that an impulse response was used which included characterization of these reflected waves. Since the opening of the fuel valves causes an output on the strain gauge signal it is imperative in the present tests that signals could be deconvolved through a number of stress wave reflections.

FUEL DESCRIPTION

Initially, hydrogen was used as the fuel, however, it was observed that very little thrust was obtained. It is believed that the combustion chambers are too short for the fuel to fully combust at the conditions targeted. To reduce the combustion length, silane (SiH₄) was added to the hydrogen. 13% of the fuel's volume was silane. Fuel was injected at an equivalence ratio of 0.8.

A typical record of the fuel pressure is given in figure 3. It can be seen that the fuel pressure is constant during the test time. The fuel pressure remains constant for approximately 3 ms, after which it falls rapidly as the fuel is drained from the fuel tank. It is critical that the fuel valves are opened so that this 3 ms period is coincident with the test flow. Ideally, the fuel pressure should reach its maximum approximately 0.5 ms before the test flow arrives. If fuel is injected early then the mass flow rate of the fuel will not be steady and furthermore, the time-history of the strain induced into the sting from the injection of fuel may not be fully recorded or will be excessively long. Consequently, the force on the scramjet could not be properly deconvolved.

RESULTS

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 display the measurements made during the tests. Time t=0 on the figures represents the same time during the tests. The flow arrives at the test section at t = 0.5 ms.

FLOW PROPERTIES

In the operation of a reflected shock tunnel the test gas is first shocked heated and is then expanded through a contoured nozzle. The temperature of the test gas after it is heated but before it is expanded is determined using ESTC (McIntosh (1968)) to be 2700 K. Properties of the test gas in the test section are then determined using NEDZL (Lordi et al. (1966)). In the experiments described here it is assumed that the test gas is in chemical equilibrium as it expands down the nozzle. It has been determined that, in the test section, the test gas has a velocity of 2400 m/s, a density of 0.09 kg/m³, and a temperature of 350 °C. The total enthalpy of the flow is 3.3 MJ/kg and therefore is equivalent to a flight speed of 2600 m/s.

Figure 4 displays measurements made of the static and Pilot pressures. It can be seen that the test flow establishes itself approximately 0.5 ms after the arrival of the first shock. Subsequently, the flow is quasi-steady for approximately 1.5 ms.

FORCE MEASUREMENTS

Figure 5 displays the output from the strain gauge mounted on the sting. The thrust produced by the injection of the fuel is observed as a relatively slow oscillation prior to the arrival of the test gas. When the test flow arrives it can be observed that the output is more complex. The output in Figure 5 is deconvolved using the unit impulse response function to obtain the time-history of the net force on the scramjet. The result of this deconvolution is displayed in Figure 6. Figure 6 displays three such deconvolved time-histories. These are the net forces on the scramjet when (i) fuel is injected into a test gas of nitrogen and (ii) fuel is injected into a test gas of nitrogen and (iii) fuel is not injected and the test gas is air. In the latter case it can be seen that the scramjet experiences a drag-history which basically reflects the slight decay observed in the Pilot pressure (figure 4). It can be seen that the drag is
approximately 140,225 N.

When nitrogen is used as a test gas and fuel is injected the drag on the scramjet is approximately 90,120 N. Hence, the drag is approximately 50 N less than the fuel off test in air. There is a slight difference in flow conditions between the air and nitrogen test gases, however, the drag is reduced primarily due to the presence of the fuel.

When fuel is injected, it can be seen, prior to the arrival of the test flow, that the fuel induces a thrust of approximately 30 N. It is speculated that the remaining 20 N reduction in drag results from the different test gases and fuel air interactions which possibly change the skin friction coefficients within the combustion chambers.

Figure 5 also displays the drag and thrust on the scramjet when fuel is injected into air. It can be seen, as above, that prior to the test flow the fuel induces a net thrust of approximately 30 N. As the flow establishes itself across the model the drag increases, following closely the result obtained with the nitrogen test gas. However, once the flow is established ignition of the fuel occurs and the drag is substantially reduced. 200 µs after flow establishment the thrust created by the combustion of the fuel is sufficient to balance the drag. 1 ms after flow establishment and during the test time the net thrust is approximately 50 N. During the test time the net thrust peaks at approximately 95 N and is always greater than 40 N.

CONCLUSIONS

The impulsive force balance and the deconvolution techniques described in this paper are sufficiently advanced to measure the net force on a complicated model.

The use of an experimentally determined net impulse response function has made it possible to determine with good frequency response the net force time-history on a model such as the scramjet, where the time-history of the forces applied to the model are of the order of 10 µs.

The scramjet used in these tests, although producing more thrust than drag, will need to be more efficient to become viable. The technique described above has made it possible to test new designs in hypersonic impulse facilities. Thus, definitive values for overall performance of scramjet designs can now be obtained relatively simply and cheaply at hypersonic conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

This note reports tests in a shock tunnel in which a fully integrated scramjet configuration produced net thrust. The experiments not only showed that impulse facilities can be used for assessing thrust performance, but also were a demonstration of the application of a new technique to the measurement of thrust on scramjet configurations in shock tunnels. These two developments are of significance because scramjets are expected to operate at speeds well in excess of 2 km/sec, and shock tunnels offer a means of generating high Mach number flows at such speeds.

THE MODEL AND TEST FACILITY

A sketch of the scramjet model and fuel tank is shown in Figure 1. The scramjet centrebody, shown in streamwise section in the figure, consisted of a conical forebody with 9° half angle, a cylindrical section of 51 mm diameter, and an afterbody of 10° half angle. It was partly surrounded by an axisymmetric cowl, which had an internal diameter of 67 mm over the parallel section of the centrebody, and was of 71 mm outside diameter. Filler pieces, which are not shown, divided this parallel section into six constant area combustion chambers, each of which subtended an angle of 26° at the centreline. Fuel was injected through six orifices, each 2 mm in diameter and angled at 30° to the centreline. They were located at the upstream end of the combustion
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chambers. The filler pieces between the combustion chambers extended upstream in the form of intake compression ramps which processed the flow in the forebody shock layer through two shocks, each of 8° deflection. The leading edges of the cowl were shaped to prevent these shocks spilling from the intake, thus forming a convergent duct leading to the combustion chambers. The radial dimension of this duct was 10 mm.

The fuel supply system is also shown in the figure. The fuel tank was filled before a test, and the supply valve remained closed until the test was initiated. The recoil of the shock tunnel closed a switch to operate the solenoid valve, which opened the supply valve. As the fuel flowed to the model and fuel injection orifices, its pressure was monitored by a PCB piezoelectric pressure transducer. The system was designed so that sonic flow occurred at the orifices. As shown, the fuel tank and valve assembly was shielded from the flow by an aerodynamic shroud. In normal operation, the upstream end of this shroud was located 50 mm downstream of the termination of the scramjet afterbody, and to check that this was sufficient for the shroud to have no influence on the forces on the scramjet, a test was run with an insert to increase this distance to 125 mm. No change in the measured force was observed.

The experiments were done in the free piston shock tunnel T4 at the University of Queensland which had a shock tube 10 m long and 76 mm in diameter. A mixture of Argon with Helium was used as the driver gas, and the ratio of the two was varied as the stagnation enthalpy was varied to ensure that a sufficient period of approximately constant nozzle stagnation pressure was maintained throughout the tests. The contoured hypersonic nozzle used for the tests had a throat diameter of 25 mm and a test section diameter of 250 mm, and was operated with a reservoir pressure of $37.5 \pm 2.5$ MPa.
THE STRESS WAVE FORCE BALANCE

A stress wave force balance, as originally outlined in ref 1 by Sanderson and Simmons, was used to measure the axial force on the model. They employed the method to measure the drag on a short cone, but it has since been developed for longer cones \(^{(a)}\), and for long cones with the load distribution imparted by a blunt nose \(^{(b)}\). Essentially, it involves measurement by a strain gauge of the time variation of stress induced in a stress wave bar by the forces on the model, and deconvolution of the resultant record to obtain the net force on the model. As shown in Figure 1, the stress wave bar was attached to the downstream end of the fuel tank, and the strain gauge was mounted some 250 mm from the junction. The stress bar was free at the downstream end and was suspended by wires, which did not influence the propagation of stress waves.

The relation between the force input \(u(t)\) and the strain gauge output \(y(t)\) can be written by using the impulse response \(g(t)\) relating the two, as

\[
y(t) = \int_{0}^{t} g(t - \tau) u(\tau) \, d\tau.
\]

Dynamic finite element computer simulations showed that the sum of the forces distributed along the length of the model could be accurately represented by a single force applied at the nose, so the required \(g(t)\) was obtained experimentally by vertically suspending the model and stress wave bar by a fine wire from the tip of the forebody, and suddenly severing the wire. The resulting strain gauge response was then differentiated with respect to time to find \(g(t)\). It was necessary to establish \(g(t)\) for a period of several milliseconds, in order to accommodate the generation of thrust by fuel.
injection before the initiation of the test flow. As the stress wave bar was only 2 m long, and was made of brass, this implied that the impulse response included stress wave reflections in the bar.

A computer program was prepared to deconvolute the above integral with this g(t) and applied to yield the axial force for each test.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The experiments were conducted with a fuel consisting of 13% silane (SiH₄) and 87% hydrogen by volume, yielding typical results as displayed in Figure 2 (4). Figure 2(a) displays the pitot pressure and static pressure of the free stream measured during a test, showing that the flow reaches an approximately quasi-steady state about 0.5 milliseconds after first arrival at the test section, and that state subsequently persists for approximately 1 millisecond. Records of the axial force experienced by the scramjet are displayed in Figure 2(b). It can be seen that with no fuel injection, the scramjet experiences a drag force of 140 ± 25 N. When nitrogen is used as the test gas, and fuel is added, the drag on the scramjet is reduced substantially. The test conditions with nitrogen differ only slightly from those with air, so most of the difference is attributed to the thrust due to fuel injection alone. When the fuel is injected into air, it can be seen that, prior to arrival of the test flow, the fuel produces a thrust of approximately 40 N, and as the flow about the model establishes itself the drag increases, closely following the nitrogen result. However, once air flow through the combustion chambers allows ignition of the fuel, the thrust due to combustion increases until, during the test time, it is sufficient to produce a net thrust on the scramjet of more than 50 N.
The variation of the thrust with tunnel stagnation enthalpy, or with the computed test section velocity \(^6\), is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that although the net thrust is positive around stagnation enthalpies of 3 MJ/kg, it falls off rapidly with increasing stagnation enthalpy. It is thought that this is largely due to the dissociation of combustion products in the combustion chamber. An attempt was made to increase the maximum thrust measured by either increasing the amount of fuel injected, or by lowering the tunnel stagnation enthalpy. In both cases unsteadiness in the flow resulted, suggesting the onset of thermal choking.

In order to confirm that the flow in the combustors was supersonic when combustion was taking place, pitot and static pressures were measured at the downstream end of one of the ducts just upstream of the expansion caused by the upstream corner of the afterbody. At a stagnation enthalpy of 3.3 MJ/kg the ratio of the two was 4.1, yielding a Mach number of 1.75 ± 0.1.

The performance of the scramjet configuration tested was not impressive, as the maximum observed net thrust of 60 N corresponded to a fuel specific impulse of only 200 seconds. However, no serious attempt was made to optimise the configuration for net thrust, as is witnessed by a fuel-off drag co-efficient of 0.13 at a stagnation enthalpy of 3 MJ/kg. Substantial improvements may be expected from proper attention to aerodynamic design.
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FIGURE 1. SCRAMJET MODEL AND FUEL TANK ASSEMBLY
FIGURE 2. TEST RECORDS SHOWING GENERATION OF NET THRUST
(STAGNATION ENTHALPY = 3.2 MJ/KG, FUEL/AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO = 0.90)
FIGURE 3. MEASURED AXIAL FORCE ON SCRAMJET MODEL WITH FUEL INJECTION.

(H = STAGNATION ENTHALPY, V = TEST SECTION VELOCITY, FUEL 87% H₂, 13% SI H₄, EQUIVALENCE RATIO = 0.83 ± 0.07, MACH NUMBER = 6.6 TO 5.6)
The two-dimensional thrust nozzle presents a challenging problem. The loading is not axisymmetric as in the case of a cone and the internal flow presents some design difficulties. A two-sting system has been chosen to accommodate the internal flow and achieve some symmetry. This can be seen in Figure 1. The nozzle is 300 mm long and together the nozzle and stings weigh 6.55 kg. The angle of the ramp walls is 11° and the area ratio is 4.76.

The situation is complicated by the fact that with the small ramp angle and the internal pressure on the nozzle walls, loading is predominantly transverse. Yet it is the axial thrust which is to be measured (i.e. the tensile waves propagating in the stings). Although bending stress waves travel at most at only 60% of the speed of the axial stress waves, the system needs to be stiffened against bending. The second sting was originally only used to preserve symmetry. However, the pressures on each thrust surface may be quite different at some conditions, so at this stage the signals from both stings are being averaged as a first order approximation of the net thrust. The expected axial thrust from this nozzle is not large so thin stings are required. In addition to this, the contact area between nozzle and sting needs to be maximised. The result was that it was decided to twist the stings through 90°, without distorting their cross-sectional shape, just aft of the nozzle.

Finite element analysis showed that this would not significantly alter the propagation of the axial stress wave in the sting, while the rigidity of the system is greatly increased.

Figure 2 shows the numerically predicted response of the nozzle to a step point load and the experimentally measured step response to a point load. The results indicate that the speed of response of the balance is adequate.

The 300 mm long nozzle is freely suspended behind a fixed scramjet combustor. A 3 mm lip at the exit of the combustor will ensure there is no flow leakage, while simultaneously allowing free movement of the nozzle and stings. Around the perimeter of the lip there is approximately 0.5 mm of clearance with the nozzle. This is shown in Figure 3. The alignment of the nozzle behind the combustor has been one of the challenges of this experiment. Sufficient free movement is required to measure signals of a useful duration (production of positive thrust will accelerate the nozzle towards the combustor) while flow leakage onto the front face of the nozzle is undesirable.

The stings are mounted into the top surface of the nozzle ramp walls in order to keep them out of the nozzle exit plane (see Figure 3).

There are static pressure tappings in the ramp walls of the nozzle and a pitot rake provides a survey of the flow at the exit of the nozzle. Combustor static pressures are also measured, and shots are repeated with the nozzle removed in order to measure the pitot pressure across the combustor exit. The scramjet is 600 mm long and fuel is injected from a central planar strut.

The thrust measured via the strain gauges will be the net axial load on the nozzle. This should be less than the thrust calculated from static pressure measurements by an amount equal to the skin friction. Figure 4 shows how the static pressures in the nozzle are different on either side for the non-combustion cases at 9 MJ/kg. The open and closed triangles represent the static pressures on one thrust surface for mixing and fuel-off conditions, respectively. The corresponding pressures on the opposite thrust surface are indicated by the open square symbols. It can be seen that there is a significantly different pressure on the first half of each thrust surface when there is no combustion. The open and closed circles depict the pressures.
on the two thrust surfaces when there is combustion. In this case, the pressure distribution is essentially symmetrical. Figures 5 and 6 show the strain signals measured in each sting for the non-combustion and combustion cases just described. When there is a different pressure on each thrust surface, a different strain is measured in sting. It is for this reason that the strain signals from the two stings are being averaged to obtain the net thrust. However, this is to be further investigated.

The pressures inside the lip region and inside the nozzle shielding have been measured for all conditions. The flow which leaks into these regions only becomes significant approximately 3 milliseconds after the test time.

A Mach 4 contoured nozzle is used in the experiments. In the result shown in figure 7, the thrust calculated by integrating the static pressure measurements on the thrust surfaces is compared with the deconvolved strain measurement of the net thrust for the cases of air only and hydrogen fuel injected into air at approximately 9 MJ/kg nozzle supply enthalpy. At this stage, no attempt has been made to quantify the skin friction. The gain in thrust due to combustion is visible in this result.

Thrust Nozzle Stress Wave Balance

![Diagram of thrust nozzle and stress wave balance](image)

**Fig. 1**
Thrust Nozzle Step Response

![Graph showing Thrust Nozzle Step Response with Normalised Stress on the y-axis and Time (milliseconds) on the x-axis.]

Fig 2.
Connection between Scramjet Combustor and Thrust Nozzle

Fig. 3.
Static Pressure in the Thrust Nozzle

![Graph showing static pressure along the distance along the nozzle. The graph includes markers for different surfaces: mixing, fuel off, surface 1, surface 2, and combustion. The x-axis represents distance along the nozzle, and the y-axis represents static pressure (kPa).]

**Fig. 4**
Raw Strain Gauge Output from each Sting

Pressure Loading Asymmetric

FIG 5.
Raw Strain Gauge Output from each Sting

Pressure Loading nearly Symmetric

![Graph showing raw strain gauge output over time. The graph displays a wave-like pattern with peaks and troughs, indicating the response of strain gauges under pressure loading. The y-axis represents raw strain (in volts), ranging from -4 to 1, and the x-axis represents time (seconds) from 0.002 to 0.005. The graph suggests a nearly symmetric loading pattern.]

FIG. 6
Deconvolved Net Thrust & Pressure Thrust

with and without Fuel at 9 MJ/kg

**Fig. 7**
Studies of scramjet combustor scaling have been extended to include testing of a "small" combustor, thereby allowing comparison with results obtained in a "large" combustor of nearly identical configuration. As shown in the table and in Figure 1 the scale of the two combustors varied by a factor of 5.

It was anticipated that the combustion process would scale as the product of pressure with length if the temperature, the Mach number, the velocity, the free stream composition and the equivalence ratio were the same. To achieve this whilst allowing for the necessary difference in pressure the two models were tested with different shock tunnel nozzles. The large model was tested in a nominal $M = 8$ nozzle, with an intake consisting of a pair of opposing wedges preceding the model, which produced shocks to reduce the Mach number to approximately 3.4 before the flow entered the model inlet. It was then expanded to raise the Mach number again. The small model was tested in a nominal $M = 4$ nozzle, with the nozzle flow passing directly to the inlet of the model (i.e. "direct connect" mode).

The wedge intake for the large model was adjusted to yield similar combustion chamber Mach number for both models. Then, by matching the stagnation enthalpy, it was possible also to match the temperature and the velocity. The free stream composition was matched by operating at the same nozzle supply pressure. Since the nozzle throat, and the initial nozzle divergence angle were similar, the composition at which chemical "freezing" took place was approximately the same, and by ensuring that this was not changed by the shocks in the inlet of the large model, it was possible to arrange that the model flows experienced approximately the same free stream composition.

The two combustors were of constant area downstream of the injection strut. Thus the large combustor was of rectangular cross-section, $50 \times 100$ mm, and the small combustor was $10 \times 20$ mm. The injector strut spanned the large dimension of each duct, and was located in the mid plane of the duct. Unfortunately, manufacturing difficulties made it impossible to scale the thickness of the injector strut, and the large duct used an injector thickness of 10 mm, while the small duct injector strut was 3 mm thick. Since the flow expands to fill the duct cross-section as it passes the injector exit, this difference in relative injector thickness should not be significant.

Wall pressure distributions were measured along each of the ducts, and a comparison is shown in Figure 2. The pressure is normalised with respect to the pressure measured at a point opposite to the injector exit, and the distance downstream of the exit is normalised with respect to the height of the duct. It can be seen that, when normalised in this manner, both ducts produce quantitatively similar pressure distributions, confirming the initial hypothesis that the combustion process would scale as the product of pressure with length.

The flow conditions for the experiments are shown in the table. Using these conditions, the Reynolds' number, based on duct length, was $3.7 \times 10^6$ for both ducts. Therefore the mixing layer was turbulent.
When tests were done at lower stagnation enthalpies the sudden pressure rise seen in previous tests (e.g. "Scaling and Ignition Effects in Scramjets" by M.V. Pulsonetti, Figure 2, Report on NASA Grant NAGW-674, Supplement 8, 1993) was in evidence in both the large and the small ducts. This also scaled approximately as the product of pressure with length. Further analysis of this data is under way.

\[
H_{\text{stag}} = 7.4 \text{ MK/kg}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Large Scramjet</th>
<th>Small Scramjet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P )</td>
<td>18.6 KPa</td>
<td>91.2 KPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>1500. K</td>
<td>1500. K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u )</td>
<td>3400 m/s</td>
<td>3200 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi )</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Small Scramjet:  
1/5 size of large scramjet

Large Scramjet:
HYPERSONIC IGNITION AND THRUST PRODUCTION IN A SCRAMJET

A. Paul
Mechanical Engineering Department
University of Queensland
St Lucia 4072 Australia.

Abstract

Experimental results are given for the specific impulse produced by a two-dimensional scramjet at flight speeds ranging between 2.5 and 5.5 km/s with a combustion chamber Mach number of 4.5. Both hydrogen and ethane fuels were used. Results show that provided sufficiently high pressures and sufficiently long combustion chambers are used specific impulses in excess of 1500 s can be obtained with hydrogen. Ethane produced specific impulses less than 600 s with the same conditions and model configuration.

Introduction

In the past ten years there has been renewed interest in air breathing engines for the purpose of hypersonic flight. One of the more promising engines is the scramjet. Many computational predictions of a scramjet's efficiency have been made (e.g. Kerrebrock (1992)), however, there is limited experimental data available which can be used to validate these predictions. One of the purposes of the experiments reported here was to obtain good experimental data which can be used to validate codes which predict the overall performance of a scramjet.

The overall performance of the scramjet is measured in terms of specific impulse. It is generally accepted that specific impulses in excess of 1000 s are required before scramjets can be a viable alternative to rocket propulsion. Experiments have been performed by Stalker and Morgan (1984) where the Mach number at the intake to the combustion chamber was nominally 3.7. They showed that the specific impulse peaks at a flight speed of 2.2 km/s and decreases rapidly to zero if the flight speed is less than 2.0 km/s and decreases monotonically with increasing flight speed and is zero at 4.0 km/s. Although the flight speed is a more relevant parameter to hypersonic flight, the temperature of the test gas is probably more relevant to the chemistry of combustion. In the experiments reported by Stalker and Morgan and the experiments reported here the flight speed is directly related to the test gas temperature. As the flight speed increases then so does the test gas temperature. (See table 1). The flight speed at which the specific impulse peaks in Stalker and Morgan's results has a test gas temperature of approximately 950 K. By using the global approximation proposed by Pergament (1963) for the induction period of a hydrogen-oxygen reaction, it can be shown that the induction period becomes exponentially large for temperatures less than approximately 1000 K. Thus, as the combustion chamber duct length is finite there is insufficient time for the reaction to take place. Hence, the specific impulse drops to zero simply because the fuel has not burnt.

At higher temperatures the decrease in specific impulse does not primarily result from incomplete combustion due to insufficient combustor length, but is the result of a decrease in heat released. As the free stream temperature increases the percentage of water formed when the reaction reaches equilibrium, decreases. Therefore, there is less heat released at the higher temperatures. As a result, when the freestream temperature rises there is less energy available for thrust production and therefore the specific impulse decreases.

The scramjet is most efficient when the temperature at the intake to the combustor is the lowest which can produce combustion within the length of the combustor. This means that for reasonable size combustors the temperature at the intake must be maintained near 1000 K. Therefore, as the flight speed increases, if the peak efficiency is to be maintained, the Mach number at the entrance to the combustion chamber must increase.

The main aim of the experiments reported here was to determine the specific impulse as a function of flight speed (or temperature) at a Mach number greater than that used by Stalker and Morgan. A Mach number of nominally 4.5 was chosen.

Experiment Description

The experiments were undertaken in the free piston shock tunnel T4. Flight speeds range from 2.5 km/s to 5.5 km/s, the Mach number at the intake of the combustor chamber was nominally 4.5 and intake static pressure ranged from 30 kPa to 120 kPa. The tunnel was driven so that the static pressure and Mach number were steady through out the test time. The test time ranged from 1 to 2 ms depending on the test conditions. Flow properties at the intake to the combustion chamber were monitored by measuring the static and Pitot pressures. The remaining flow properties at the intake were determined numerically from the non-equilibrium codes NDKZ (Lordi et al.1966) and ESTIC (McIntosh 1968). Table 1. displays the conditions at the intake to the combustion chamber for each experiment as predicted using these codes. The test gas was air.

The scramjet consisted of a combustion chamber followed by a 11° divergent section as shown in figure 1. The scramjet combustion chamber had a rectangular cross section of dimensions 27 mm x 54.5
mm. The combustion chamber was 576 mm long. The fuel injector was 5 mm thick and located in the centre of the duct as shown in figure 1. The exit plane of the injector was located 83 mm downstream of the leading edge of the combustion chamber and the fuel was always injected downstream through a supersonic nozzle. The leading edge of the injector was 73 mm upstream of the entrance to the combustion chamber.

Static pressure measurements were taken along the centreline of the wider wall. Measurements were taken at the exit plane of the injector, 30 mm and 10 mm upstream of the corner to the thrust surface and every 20 mm down the thrust surface. The total forward thrust was obtained by summing the total force on the thrust surface as determined from the pressure measurements at any one time and determining the component of this force in the upstream direction (i.e. $\sin(11^\circ) \times$ total force).

The efficiency of the scramjet is measured in terms of the specific impulse. The specific impulse, $AI$, is defined as

$$AI = \Delta T / \dot{m} g$$

where $\Delta T$ is the thrust increment produced by the injection and burning of the fuel, $\dot{m}$ is the mass flow rate of the fuel and $g=9.8 \text{ m/s}^2$.

The thrust increment is obtained by subtracting the thrust produced when fuel is injected (fuel-on) from the "thrust" produced when fuel is not injected (fuel-off). There is some variation in the conditions between the fuel-on and fuel-off runs. To take account of this variation in conditions the thrust is first normalized by the Pitot pressure and the difference between the normalized thrusts is obtained. To obtain the correct dimensionality this difference is then multiplied by the Pitot pressure from the fuel-off run. Thus,

$$\Delta T = \left( \frac{T_{\text{on}}}{P_{\text{on}}} - \frac{T_{\text{off}}}{P_{\text{off}}} \right) P_{\text{off}}$$

The flow properties displayed in Table 1 are the flow properties of the fuel-off run. The flow properties of the fuel-on run were within 10% of the fuel-off properties.

The incremental specific impulse is an estimate of the specific impulse produced by a complete scramjet. That is, a scramjet which has an intake, in addition to a combustion chamber and thrust surface. This estimate is exact if there are no losses due to friction and the wave drag is reduced to zero. The incremental specific impulse is a good estimate if the frictional losses are small and the intake, combustion chamber and thrust surface are designed to minimize wave drag.

**Experimental Results**

Figure 2 displays a typical record of the static pressure during the duration of the flow. Fuel was injected at an equivalence ratio of one. This particular record is the pressure measured 20 mm downstream of the corner. The test time has been marked.

Figure 3 displays a typical distribution of pressure during the test time at the end of the combustion chamber and along the thrust surface when fuel is injected. The distance displayed on the $x$-axis is the wetted distance downstream of the combustor inlet. The beginning of the thrust surface occurs at 575 mm. It can be seen that there is a drop in pressure downstream of this point followed by a rise and a steady decrease to zero. The rise is also present in the fuel-off case, however, it is greatly reduced. The primary cause for this rise is the combustion of the fuel.

Figure 4 displays the thrust as a function of time for a typical fuel-on run. It can be seen that the thrust slowly rises then plateaus (to within 5%). The slow rise is reflecting the traversal of the shock down the thrust surface. The thrust measurement is taken in the plateau region.

In the experiments presented the incremental specific impulse was determined as a function of flight speed for both hydrogen and ethane fuels.

**Hydrogen Fuel Results**

The hydrogen fuel was injected at mass flow rates which produced equivalence ratios of a half and one (stoichiometric). The specific impulse was
obtained at each flight speed for two nominal intake pressures, 35 kPa and 100 kPa, although there was considerable variations in pressures for each nominal condition. (See Table 1). These two nominal conditions will be referred to as the low and high pressure conditions, respectively. Figure 5 displays the results of these experiments.

It can be seen from figure 5 that for an equivalence ratio of one and at the high pressure condition the general feature of the results are similar to those obtained by Stalker and Morgan, which are also displayed on figure 5. The major difference being that the peak specific impulse has decreased from 1800 s to 1600 s and, as is expected, the peak specific impulse is at a greater flight speed at the higher Mach number. The freestream temperature at the peak specific impulse at a Mach number of 4.5 is approximately 800 K, which is slightly lower than that recorded by Stalker and Morgan (950 K) for the lower Mach number condition.

These results are also qualitatively consistent with the calculations made by Kerrebrock (1992). There has been no attempt at this stage to quantitatively compare the predictions made by Kerrebrock with these experimental results.

At the low pressure condition it can be seen that at an equivalence ratio of one the sharp peak in the specific impulse which occurs at the higher pressure condition does not occur. In addition, the highest value of specific impulse is approximately half that at the higher pressure condition. This is believed to be the result of incomplete burning of the fuel. At the lower pressures there is insufficient length in the combustion chamber for either combustion or mixing of the fuel and air to occur.

At an equivalence ratio of a half the trends are similar to those observed at an equivalence ratio of one. However, it can be seen that the specific impulse produced at the lower equivalence ratio is generally higher. This is believed to be the result of a greater percentage of the fuel burning to form water. It is unclear at this stage if this is caused by better mixing or is a kinetic effect or both.

**Ethane Fuel Results**

Figure 5 also displays the specific impulse produced by ethane fuel when injected at the high pressure conditions. Ethane was injected through the same injector used for the hydrogen fueled experiments.

The fuel was injected at a mass flow rate which produce an equivalence ratio of a half. It can be seen that in this model a relatively small specific impulse is produced by the ethane. However, previous experiments presented by Pauli (1992)
Figure 5. Specific impulse as a function of flight speed at combustion chamber intake Mach number of 4.5.

*Combustion chamber intake Mach number of 3.7.

Indicate that the length of a combustor required for ethane fuel is considerably longer than that for hydrogen. Hence, it is not surprising that a poor specific impulse was obtained using this model.

**Conclusions**

The change in specific impulse with flight speed at a combustion intake Mach number of 4.5 show similar trends to that observed at lower Mach numbers and are qualitatively similar to the trends predicted using kinetic theory for a hydrogen fuel.

Hydrogen fuel produces a greater specific impulse that ethane in the combustion chamber used in these experiments. This is the result of incomplete combustion of the ethane.
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**Notation**

- \( \delta \): 9.8 m/s²
- \( H_0 \): Total Enthalpy
- \( A_I \): Specific Impulse
- \( M \): Mach Number
- \( \dot{m} \): Mass Flow Rate
- \( P \): Static Pressure
- \( P_t \): Pitot Pressure
- \( T \): Thrust
- \( T \): Temperature
- \( U \): Gas velocity
- \( U_e \): Equivalent Flight Speed
- \( \phi \): Equivalence Ratio
- \( \phi_{e1} \): Ethane equivalence ratio
- \( \phi_{e2} \): Ethane equivalence ratio

**Subscripts**

- on: Fuel-on Properties
- off: Fuel-off Properties
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V km/s</th>
<th>Hs MJ/kg</th>
<th>T K</th>
<th>P kPa</th>
<th>ρ kg/m³</th>
<th>U km/s</th>
<th>φ₁</th>
<th>φ₅</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>2370</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Low Pressure Runs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V km/s</th>
<th>Hs MJ/kg</th>
<th>T K</th>
<th>P kPa</th>
<th>ρ kg/m³</th>
<th>U km/s</th>
<th>φ₁</th>
<th>φ₅</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>2530</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>3040</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**High Pressure Runs**

Table 1. Free stream properties of the test gas at the entrance to the combustor when fuel was not injected. Hydrogen was used as fuel for both the high and low pressure conditions at φ=φ₁ and φ=φ₅. Ethane was used at the high pressure condition at φ=0.5.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

From a survey of the literature, little work was found on high enthalpy supersonic parallel central injection flows, downstream of the potential core. Of the work reported, most dealt with ignition or reaction limited flows. A detailed study was undertaken into the effect of fuel injection parameters on the mixing and combustion in a constant area duct with mixing limited high enthalpy flows. Transverse injection experiments were also performed for a comparison.

8.1 Displacement Thickness

The CFD parameter study showed that the wall pressure generated was mostly dependent on the stagnation temperature. This was because the temperature had a direct effect on the fuel velocity which was the most important parameter in generating turbulence. The mixing rate was virtually independent of the stagnation pressure of the fuel as it has little effect on the fuel velocity.

The displacement effect of the mixing layer on the pressure rise was studied. It was found that by reducing the area of the duct by the combined displacement thicknesses of the mixing layer and boundary layers, that the pressure could be predicted. The effect of heat addition was found to increase the displacement thickness by lowering the density of the mixing layer.

The effect of mass addition through boundary layer growth and mixing layer growth was found to be equally important to generating pressure as the heat addition from combustion. It was found that an incremental increase in displacement thickness produced a different amount of pressure rise depending on how close the total displacement thickness was to the height of the duct.

8.2 Temperature Effect

From examination of the literature, it was concluded that the effect of increasing the fuel stagnation temperature was its effect on the fuel velocity for mixing limited flow, and its effect on ignition for reaction limited flows.

From the results, only four runs had problems with ignition delay. These were all with cold injection. Heated injection at the same free stream conditions reduced the ignition delay.
delay by at least an order of magnitude. This was consistent with the observations from Neer and Drewery [1975] and Huber et al [1979].

Increasing the fuel stagnation temperature increased the velocity of the fuel stream. This decreased the velocity difference between the fuel and air streams which in turn reduced the mixing. This was consistent with the wall injection experiments of Hyde et al [1990].

The CFD results showed that the duct was very mixing controlled. The highest overall efficiency occurred with slow fuel injection, which increased the mixing efficiency and cold air conditions, which decreased the flame temperature and decreased the fraction of dissociated reaction products.

The velocity and density profiles showed that as the fuel stagnation temperature increased, the velocity gradient decreased and the mixing rate decreased. The decreased mixing decreased the displacement thickness and resulted in a lower pressure rise.

The different pressure rises between air conditions with the same amount of mixing was explained by examining the displacement thickness. The different mass flow rates of air for the different conditions resulted in different areas under the profile. For the same mixing layer width, this caused an increase in the displacement thickness with larger mass flow rates and a decrease in displacement thickness for lower flow rates.

In conclusion, the highest duct exit pressure was with low enthalpy air and low enthalpy fuel. This condition was close to the ignition point. Increasing the fuel temperature decreased the ignition length but also decreased the mixing rate.

8.3 Duct Height Effect

It was concluded that if we know the relationships for the displacement thickness of a mixing or combusting jet and for the boundary layers in a duct we can calculate the pressure in a duct of any height with the same jet by simply reducing the area of the duct by the total displacement thickness. If the growth rate of the mixing layer and boundary layers is small so as to not produce strong shocks, then the pressure can be calculated by one dimensional isentropic theory.
It was concluded the combined effect of mixing layer displacement thickness and boundary layer displacement thickness that causes the change in pressure between ducts of different sizes.

**8.4 Equivalence Ratio Effect**

The pressure results show that the rate of wall pressure rise grows linearly to an equivalence ratio of 0.65 and then changes slope. The rate of pressure rise then grows linearly from $\phi=0.65$ to $\phi=2.4$. The rate of increase of displacement thickness with equivalence ratio of the air+fuel experimental and CFD results after $\phi=0.65$ was the same as the nitrogen+fuel. This suggested that the further increase in wall pressure after $\phi=0.65$ was due to mass addition rather than heat addition. This was supported by the temperature of the duct exit which peaked at $\phi=0.75$.

Increasing the mass flow rate of fuel decreased the amplitude of the experimentally observed pressure fluctuations. This was consistent with the observations of Gilreath and Schetz [1971] and Sullins and Anderson [1982].

Increasing the mass flow rate of fuel caused an increase in ignition delay. This was consistent with the observations of Synder et al [1965] and Huber et al [1979].

The CFD mixing efficiency increased as mixture became more fuel rich or fuel lean. This was consistent with observations by Northam and Anderson [1986].

**8.5 Comparison of Transverse Injection and Parallel Injection**

Transverse injection experiments with cold and heated fuel injection showed little to no effect of fuel stagnation temperature on the duct exit pressure. The heated injection created a much greater disturbance to the oncoming flow resulting in large fluctuations in the measured wall pressure near the injector. This is consistent with the work of Charns and Collins [1970] who reported that the stagnation temperature had no effect on mixing but increased the radius of the bow shock formed by the jet.

When the waves were normalised by dividing by the nitrogen+fuel runs, the proportional pressure rise showed remarkable similarity between all fuel and free
stream conditions. An ignition length of approximately 150mm was recorded for all conditions.

When the transverse injection was compared to parallel injection with the same fuel and air mass flow rates, similar pressure rises were found. This was consistent with the simple mixing theory of Northam and Anderson [1986].

The longer ignition times of the transverse injection with cold walls and cold fuel were consistent with the observations of Huber et al [1979].
6. SCRAMJET COMBUSTION SURVEYS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

For reasons outlined in Chapter 1, supersonic combustion of hydrogen has received new interest in recent years. As a result, the amount of research literature devoted to the feasibility, design, and performance of supersonic combustion engines has reached the level where entire books are dedicated to the review of current research. It is not feasible to go into detail on scramjet design here and the reader is referred to Murthy and Curran (1991) for a review of the topic. The purpose of this chapter, then, is to present concentration measurements taken with the mass spectrometer across the fuel jet downstream of a parallel injector in hypersonic air.

Scramjets are essentially simple in geometry because the energy associated with hypersonic flow can burn through thin or intrusive elements of the engine. Because of the inherent simplicity of shape, scramjet combustors can be modeled for experimental studies at a reduced scale and well approximated by rectangular ducts (Stalker and Morgan, 1984). Extracting optimum performance from the engine relies upon maintaining control over the mixing, and stabilizing the combustion in a short region upstream of the thrust surfaces, (Stalker, 1991). The control of the mixing and combustion can principally be achieved through the means of fuel injection, making the study of jet mixing important for scramjet design.

6.1.1 Parallel Injection from a Strut

Four principle means of injecting fuel into the supersonic air flow have been proposed for scramjet engines:

1. Parallel injection from a strut or struts in the free-stream;
2. Parallel injection from a slot in the wall of the combustor chamber;
3. 'Vectored' injection from orifices flush mounted in the wall but inclined to the flow direction; and
4. Transverse injection from orifices in the wall of the combustor.

Of these methods, parallel injection from a strut is the simplest and the obvious starting point for a mass spectrometric analysis of supersonic combustion. This is because the model is two-dimensional and has the simplest geometry with no wall effects.

Parallel injection from a strut involves passing hydrogen through the downstream end of a long narrow injector aligned parallel to the air flow direction (Figure 6.1). The two co-
flowing streams then mix at a rate that is dependent on the velocities, densities, compressibility, initial turbulence of each gas stream, and the reaction rate of the mixing gases.

Ferri, Moretti and Slutsky (1965) first noted that if the temperatures were high enough, then as the fuel and air mix diffusively, the rate of reaction was controlled by the rate at which the diffusive mixing of the hydrogen and oxygen occurs. This is known as a 'diffusion controlled flame'. An alternate form of the diffusion controlled flame in supersonic flow occurs when the fuel mixes at lower temperatures and densities so that the ignition is delayed. In this case, after ignition, the diffusion of heat through the premixed gases controls the rate of heat release and the location of the reaction region.

The advantage of strut injection, as opposed to parallel wall injection, is that the fuel is introduced into the centre of the free-stream so that the fuel jet mixes on both sides and the flame front is kept away from the engine structure. Experiments have shown that where the flame front intersects a wall there is much increased local heat transfer, (Kanury, 1975). Experiments in shock tunnels have also shown that the combustion pressure rise from parallel wall injection is lower than parallel strut injection, (Stalker and Morgan, 1984). The major disadvantage of the strut in the free-stream is the heat transfer to the strut. Transverse injection from an orifice forms a complicated, three-dimensional flame structure which has a faster mixing rate but may cause too rapid a combustion at low hypersonic flight speeds.

Figure 6.1 Parallel Fuel Injection in a Supersonic Flow

6.1.2 Theory of Supersonic Mixing and Combustion

Understanding of the physics of supersonic turbulent mixing has so far been mostly driven by empirical results. The equations of motion of compressible turbulent shear layers are
so complex that, as yet, no analytical solution has been found. Numerical simulations are also currently unable to adequately predict the behaviour of the turbulence in highly compressible flows. Incompressible, constant density modeling of parallel injection has been successful at an analytical level by using simplified parabolic equations and simplified transport properties, (Schlichting, 1968; Weinstein, Osterle and Forstall, 1956).

The success of the incompressible solutions for velocity has led some researchers (Libby and Schetz, 1963; Cassacio, 1964; Zeiberg and Kaplan, 1965) to attempt to account for the change in density throughout the flow field by transforming the incompressible plane to the compressible plane using co-ordinate stretching techniques based on the local density. The success of this technique has been limited in hypersonic flows, even in the absence of chemical reactions, (Casey, 1991). Principally, the conclusion drawn from this lack of success is that the compressibility and the variation in transport properties are, in themselves, important to the production of turbulent mixing (Dimotakis, 1991). Brown and Roshko (1974) found that gas compressibility was a more critical influence on the growth rate of the mixing region thickness than the density ratio between the two streams. Currently, the knowledge of supersonic jet mixing relies upon empirical correlations and therefore further experimental research in previously unexplored flow regimes is a valuable aid to further understanding.

6.2 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In order to examine the amount of mixing and reaction of hydrogen injected into a hypersonic air stream, the mass spectrometer was used to measure the species concentrations at several transverse locations downstream of a hydrogen jet. For the same experimental conditions, at the same location, the pitot pressure was measured, to compare the momentum flux jet thickness with the concentration jet thickness. Generally, the peak definition of the spectra produced by the mass spectrometer for these experiments was superior to any of the previous experiments, although the higher densities sometimes caused arcing between electrodes.

6.2.1 The Experimental Test Flow Conditions

Four different nominal test conditions were used. That is to say that the initial shock tube conditions were identical for experiments at each condition, but there was a small spread in the final calculated test conditions. These experiments were performed with 5 mm diaphragms in the shock tunnel in order to produce sufficient levels of static pressure for combustion to occur. The specific enthalpies of the four conditions are listed in Table 6.1 along with the conditions in the test gas calculated using NENZF. These conditions were chosen because they covered the range of flight speed from 3.4 km/sec to 4.9 km/sec which might correspond to Mach 5.5 combustor flow (see Figure 1.2). Since the Mach number of the flow through the combustor was Mach 5.5, the static temperatures of the flow ranged from
1000 to 1700K, which was the expected range of optimum temperature in the combustion cycle. The densities chosen were the highest obtainable at which the mass spectrometer could be made to operate, given the problems encountered with the arcing and spreading of the peaks. These densities ranged around 0.05 kg/m³.

The expected contamination levels of the test gas at these conditions were, based on measurements of Chapter four, less than 10% by mole fraction. The exception was the highest enthalpy condition which was expected to have a contamination level of around 10% by number. At the highest nominal enthalpy of 12.5 MJ/kg this may have reduced the effective specific enthalpy to around 11.5 MJ/kg, based upon the room temperature specific heats of helium, argon, and air. As the influence of the driver gas could not properly be incorporated into the calculation of the nozzle flow, the nominal conditions are used. As the mass of the helium is very small, the influence of the contamination on the energy balance in the flow was not large but the transport properties could be altered. It was possible that the reduction in temperatures and pressures caused by the loss in enthalpy could be off-set by an increased release of internal energy due to recombination in the nozzle flow. It was really only a concern at the highest nominal enthalpy condition.

The stagnation and static pressure of the test gas in flows produced by the shock tunnel varied with time, so that in the interval of 0.5 to 1 msec after the start of flow, the stagnation pressure generally fell slightly. The amount of this variation was kept to a minimum by the addition of argon to the driver gas (Jacobs 1993), but the pressure was still not exactly constant. The variation can be seen in Figure 6.2 which shows the stagnation and pitot

![Graph showing the variation of Pitot Pressure and Stagnation Pressure with time](image)

**Figure 6.2 The Variation of the Pitot Pressure and Stagnation Pressure with Time for a sample run at Condition D (Run 114)**

(The test time is defined from 0.5 to 1 msec and the stagnation pressure has been delayed by 0.19 msec to allow for flow starting)
pressure as a function of time from the start of flow to the end of the defined test region of flow. The variation in the stagnation pressure and the pitot pressure is included in Table 6.1, having been obtained from the change in the mean level of the flow as obtained from the line of best fit through the data for the test period. Generally the change in pressure level was less than 10%. The duration of the test period corresponded approximately to 3 passes through the model, so the variation during a single pass was negligible in this instance.

The NENZF calculations were obtained without taking into account the nozzle boundary layers or, for the highest enthalpy condition, the possible contamination of the test flow. According to the results of Chapter 5, this meant that the NENZF calculations probably overestimated the levels of atomic oxygen and underestimated the levels of nitric oxide. To examine the influence of the non-equilibrium chemistry, the nozzle flow calculations were also performed with equilibrium chemistry for each of the four test conditions. These calculations gave a static temperature and static pressure higher than were obtained in the non-equilibrium case where the dissociation absorbed some of the energy of the flow. Non-equilibrium calculations could not be performed for Condition D due to limitations in the chemical modeling in NENZF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.1 The Experimental Test Flow Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measured Quantity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver gas composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock tube fill pressure (kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total pressure (MPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitot pressure (kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static pressure (kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated Reservoir Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enthalpy (MJ/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total temperature (K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Equilibrium Calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static pressure (kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity (m/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of sound (m/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of specific heats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitot pressure (kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equilibrium Calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static pressure (kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity (m/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of sound (m/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitot pressure (kPa)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The measured pilot pressure and static pressure for each of the conditions are also given in the data. These two quantities represented the only experimental verification of the calculated conditions from the test section other than the use of the mass spectrometer. The measured pressures were lower than the calculated pressures although the fractional difference was within the combined errors in the two values.

6.2.2 The Experimental Model Configuration

The injector and duct geometry used in these experiments are shown in Figure 6.3. The model was designed by Buttsworth (1994). The duct internal measurements are 80 mm wide by 164 mm high. This meant that the maximum radial location of the nozzle exit flow entering the duct was 91 mm. The actual test core had a radial extent which had not properly been quantified but based upon the calculations used by the designers, had a radial extent of 72 mm, 83 mm downstream of the exit plane of the nozzle (Jacobs, 1993). The location of the nozzle exit plane with respect to the inlet of the duct was 40 mm upstream (i.e. 197 mm upstream of the injector exit). Some of the flow was therefore not part of the test core of the nozzle. The results of pitot pressure measurements in the exit plane, however, have shown that the velocity and density do not vary greatly outside the test core and that the model should not suffer extremely because of these variations.

The large size of duct was chosen to avoid complicating problems with boundary layers which have occurred in duct studies in the past (Casey, 1991). The large duct also provided as close a simulation of a free-jet as was possible. The width represented the largest injector which could reasonably be used to provide a uniform flow, and the height was chosen by Buttsworth (1994) to accommodate a shock producing wedge to study shock induced mixing and ignition in high energy air flows.

![Figure 6.3 Diagram of the Scramjet](image)

(The dotted lines show the trajectories of Mach waves from the leading edges in a Mach 5.5 flow)
As the ratio of the height of the duct to the duct width is 2:1, the duct cannot be said to be truly two-dimensional. To produce a two-dimensional free-jet in the shock tunnel test region was not a possibility however, and this configuration represented the best approximation. The jet may reasonably be considered as free in the transverse direction since the distance to the injector from the walls in this co-ordinate gave a line of influence traveling along a Mach line which intersected the centre of the duct at 370 mm downstream of the injector. This meant that the influence of the upper and lower walls would, at most, be a single weak compression wave from the boundary layer growth. Reducing the height of the duct would allow these waves to reflect across the duct several times in an equivalent distance. This was what, in fact, happened in experiments by Casey and he reported this as one of the major drawbacks of his experimental model.

The strongest wave present in the duct would have been the wave originating from the front of the injector on the inclined side to the flow. This wave would have been able to reach the centre of the duct after reflecting off the upper wall in the distance beyond which the concentration measurements were taken. The effect of the injector therefore, was minimised by having only a short length for the growth of the boundary layer, whilst also avoiding the problems of the bow shock interfering with the mixing of the free-jet injection. The only influence which the injector strut provided was the slight mismatch in pressure in the two streams because of the different strengths of the shocks on either side.

The injector strut, being 152 mm in length and 7.59 mm thick, is shown in Figure 6.4. For reasons to do with the experiments performed by Buttsworth, the injector strut was asymmetric, having an angle of 6.6 degrees on one side and 0 degrees on the other. The result of the asymmetry was to produce a slight mismatch in the static pressures on either side of the injector. This was calculated by Buttsworth as being of the order of 0.1% difference. The measurements were taken on the side of the injector which did not experience the bow shock off the 6.6 degree wedge.

Hydrogen was supplied to the injector from a Ludwieg tube 25 metres in length with an internal diameter of 25.4 mm. The hydrogen was released from the Ludwieg tube by a high speed valve actuated from the injection pressure, (Stalker and Morgan, 1988). The opening time of the valve was about 1 msec. Measurements of the dynamic pressure between the valve
and the injector showed that peak pressures were reached around 3 msec after the valve opened. The valve was opened 8 msec prior to the arrival of the test flow and was triggered off the recoil of the tunnel produced by the piston motion in the compression tube. At the time when the test flow occurred, the pressures measured by the dynamic pressure transducer had fallen by 8% from the peak values.

The hydrogen was expended through a contoured nozzle to a Mach number of about 3. The thickness of the throat was 1.74 mm and the height of the injector exit plane was 7.21 mm. The rear ends of the injector were each 0.19 mm thick.

The conditions in the hydrogen jet were obtained from calibrations performed by Buttsworth (1994). Buttsworth measured the pitot pressure at the exit plane of the injector and at the throat of the injector for a range of reservoir filling pressures and obtained empirical curves for the static pressure of the fuel jet as a function of the reservoir pressure. This empirical relation was required to account for pressure losses in the flow from the Ludwieg tube to the injector. The area ratio of the injector nozzle was 4.14, which determined the Mach number and assuming a total temperature of 296K, gave a static temperature and velocity which were independent of the injection pressure. The theoretical Mach number from the area ratio was 2.98 while the pitot pressure measurements gave a Mach number of 3.02. The conditions in the exit plane of the hydrogen injector are given in Table 6.2.

### Table 6.2 The Conditions in the Hydrogen Fuel Jet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions in the Exit Plane</th>
<th>Condition A</th>
<th>Condition B</th>
<th>Condition C</th>
<th>Condition D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mach number</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (K)</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static pressure (kPa)</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>6.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity (m/sec)</td>
<td>2390</td>
<td>2390</td>
<td>2390</td>
<td>2390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of sound (m/sec)</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitot pressure (kPa)</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (mm)</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>7.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions after Compression to Free-Stream Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static pressure (kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity (m/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of sound (m/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitot pressure (kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The injector pressures used were supposed to approximate the static pressure of the free-stream, but this was not achieved in practice. The free-stream static pressure was generally higher than the static pressure of the hydrogen jet at the exit of the injector. The physical result of this mismatch was an expansion of the free-stream gas and an associated compression of the hydrogen jet at the end of the injector. The effect of the pressure oscillations propagated away from the injector and in the current geometry, after the initial perturbation played no further influence on the mixing at sufficient distance downstream. The need to adjust the state of the hydrogen led to the assumption that the conditions in the hydrogen jet and the effective jet height could be found by assuming an isentropic compression from the exit conditions to the free-stream static pressure, and that the adjustment took place in a distance which was negligible compared with the distance to the measurements. The adjusted conditions after assuming isentropic compression to the free-stream pressure are also included in Table 6.2.

The profile of the injection wake was measured 500 mm downstream of the injector which represents 66 injector heights downstream of the injector exit. The transverse locations of the concentration measurements were 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 mm as measured from the centre of the duct. The distance from the injector and the possibility that the flow was not parallel introduced the possibility that the centre of the velocity profile from the injector did not occur exactly at the location of the centre of the duct. This was examined by the pitot pressure measurements.

### 6.2.3 Measured Pitot Pressure Profiles

To compare the velocity profiles across the mixing region with the concentration profiles, and to obtain the value of the spreading coefficient, the pitot pressure was measured for each of the four experimental conditions. This was achieved using a rake of in-line transducers connected behind a stainless steel tubing of 2.65 mm external diameter and 2.04 mm internal diameter and spaced 5 mm apart. The rake is shown in cutaway in Figure 6.5. The transducers used for these measurements were PCB 112A piezoceramic type transducers, which are standard instrumentation for shock tunnels. The manufacturer's calibration was used for the sensitivities of the individual gauges but they were adjusted slightly by a relative calibration technique (Stacey, 1989). The same pressure (~ 75 kPa) was applied to all gauges simultaneously and the relative calibrations were adjusted until the measured pressure as a function of time co-incided. The average level of the measured pressure was not changed and the corrections to individual gauge's sensitivities were only a few percent at most.

Absolute calibrations were not obtained by this method as the error in the measurement of the calibration pressure was 15%. This error was the result of the absolute error in the Bourdon gauge used to fill the calibrator and the change in pressure caused by the expansion process in applying the calibration pressure. Additionally, as the measured levels in the
experiment were in order of magnitude larger than could be obtained in the calibrator, the value of 75 kPa was not used to provide an absolute calibration.

The signals provided by the pitot pressure rake in the mixing region were quite noisy. Examples of the unfiltered pressure signals sampled at a rate of 1 MHz are shown in Figure 6.6. The time shown is from 0.5 to 1 msec after the start of flow. It is likely that the noise was not a representation of the turbulence of the flow, but instead the resonant oscillation of the cavity ahead of the transducer. The dimensions of the transducer cavity were 2 mm diameter with a total length of 27.5 mm length, of which the initial length was 21 mm. Using the calculated free-stream speed of sound of 600 to 800 m/sec, these dimensions gave resonant frequencies of 300 to 400 kHz, 22 to 29 kHz, or 28 to 38 kHz. The observed dominant frequencies were approximately 30 kHz, which corresponded to the lower predicted frequencies for longitudinal resonance. This was also supported by the observation that the pitot pressure in adjacent gauges followed each other for much of the test period. Were the oscillations of the order 30 kHz to represent genuine free-stream turbulence, then the scale of the turbulent structure would have to be in the order of a hundred millimetres - larger than the dimensions of the mixing region.

Figure 6.5 The Pitot Pressure Probe Rake
(From Buttsworth, 1994, Fig 4.14)
The measured values of pitot pressure are shown in Figures 6.7 to 6.10 for the four different test conditions listed in Table 6.1. The measured pitot pressure at the entrance of the duct is shown as a reference line, as is the calculated value of the free-stream pitot pressure provided by the non-equilibrium NENZF calculation. The predicted and measured values agree quite well but the pitot pressure at the edge of the jet shows a consistent rise to larger levels of pitot pressure than the expected free-stream values. This observation is consistent with previous measurements of pitot pressure in hypersonic ducts and indicates that the free-stream gas has undergone a compression. This compression may have resulted from the waves from the boundary layers on the walls and from the injector strut. Alternately, the compression in the free-stream rose from the entropy rise due to the mixing process and the subsequent growth in displacement thickness of the mixing region. The magnitude of the increase was greatest in the highest enthalpy case.

A further observation about the general shape of the profiles is that the measured values of pitot pressure at ±5 mm are not equal in three out of the four cases. The implication is that the axis of symmetry of the pitot pressure profile had been shifted slightly (=2 mm) into a positive location in the duct. This corresponds to a shift towards the side of the injector without the 6.6° wedge, which is away from the side of the injector that has experienced a stronger shock and therefore should have a slightly larger static pressure.

The displayed error in the measurements represents the variation in the mean value of pitot pressure during the defined test period. As the pressure fell slightly during the test time, the mean value of the pressure was determined by finding the line of best fit through the data.
using least squares regression. The standard deviation of the pitot pressure signals was much larger than this variation in the mean level. As discussed earlier, this large spread was not representative of the free-stream variation and therefore did not indicate that the error in the mean value was large, only that the oscillation of the pressure in the gauge cavity was quite large.

Table 6.3 Measured Values of Pitot Pressure across Duct at 500 mm Downstream from the Injector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location (mm)</th>
<th>Inlet 601</th>
<th>Condition B 633</th>
<th>Condition C 623</th>
<th>Condition D 571</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>351 ± 56</td>
<td>480 ± 44</td>
<td>388 ± 29</td>
<td>357 ± 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>307 ± 30</td>
<td>431 ± 21</td>
<td>354 ± 13</td>
<td>345 ± 04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>323 ± 39</td>
<td>433 ± 78</td>
<td>382 ± 22</td>
<td>408 ± 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>408 ± 61</td>
<td>481 ± 09</td>
<td>412 ± 33</td>
<td>505 ± 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>607 ± 52</td>
<td>602 ± 40</td>
<td>519 ± 46</td>
<td>607 ± 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>719 ± 75</td>
<td>654 ± 16</td>
<td>617 ± 69</td>
<td>624 ± 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>688 ± 84</td>
<td>668 ± 33</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.7 Pitot Pressure Profile across the Mixing Region for Test Condition A. (Air Enthalpy 12.2 MJ/kg)
Figure 6.8 Pitot Pressure Profile across the Mixing Region for Test Condition B.  
(Air Enthalpy 9.4 MJ/kg)

Figure 6.9 Pitot Pressure Profile across the Mixing Region for Test Condition C.  
(Air Enthalpy 7.8 MJ/kg)
6.2.4 Measured Concentration Profiles

The concentrations at the measurement stations across the hydrogen jet were found by the mass spectrometer in Runs 110 to 141. Because only the concentrations during the test time were of interest the resolution of the data recorder was increased to allow more samples to be taken within the limits of each peak, thereby reducing the error encountered earlier with the thin peaks such as the helium. The duration of the data recording was only 2.5 msec at the higher resolution but the test time was defined as being from 0.5 to 1 msec in any case. The quality of the spectra was generally very good with most spectra showing complete separation of the nitrogen, nitric oxide and oxygen peaks. Some spectra produced hydrogen peaks which were large enough to saturate out the particle detector signal in the early stages of the flow when the density was greatest. For these runs and in the few cases where arcing occurred, the test time was sometimes reduced or moved back past the 1 msec cutoff. The runs used for the measurements are listed in Table 6.4, which shows the experimental conditions, test times used and the concentrations measured for these experiments.

Before presenting the analysis of the mass spectrometer measurements, a word of caution must be given. The conditions in the mixing region behind the injector were strictly not identical to the conditions in the free-stream where the mass separation calibrations occurred (see Section 3.7). Principally, the pitot pressure and the Mach number of the gas entering the first skimmer were lower than in the free-stream. Also, the wake region experienced a gradient of conditions across the orifice at the front of the first skimmer. The front orifice through which the sample was drawn was 2 mm in diameter which, from the pitot pressure profiles, could have experienced a difference in pitot pressure across it of up to 80
kPa or 16%. This has been assumed to be negligible with regard to the effect on mass separation and the freezing of the flow inside the skimmer. (In regions closer to the fuel injector, where the difference in flow properties can become very large in a transverse distance of 2 mm, the use of the mass spectrometer sampling system would need serious attention to be justified. The problem could be reduced by decreasing the size of the front skimmer).

Of the species of interest, the mass spectrometer was only calibrated for the relative concentrations of hydrogen, argon, and helium with respect to nitrogen. The lack of comprehensive calibration data meant that assumptions had to be made about the behaviour of the mass spectrometer before quantitative estimates could be made of the relative number density. For molecules of similar mass and structure to nitrogen, the calibration factors were assumed to be 1. This assumption was adopted in Chapter 5 and gave reasonable results. This meant that the nitric oxide and oxygen were assumed to behave in the same way as nitrogen molecules throughout the processing by the mass spectrometer.

The remaining species of interest consisted of water, the hydroxyl radical, and the free atomic hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen (H₂O, O, N, OH, or H). The assumption was made that there was no free atomic species or hydroxyl present in the flow. The calculated levels of free-stream atomic nitrogen using NENZF were zero in all conditions. The calculated levels of free-stream atomic oxygen were small in all except for Condition A. This is supported by the results of Chapter 5 which showed little variation in the size of the atomic peaks relative to the molecular peaks as the enthalpy increased to 10 MJ/kg, and showed inconsistent variation at higher enthalpies. Also, theoretical estimates of the combustion reaction rates predicted that the reaction time was of the order of 10 μsec (Stalker and Morgan, 1982), implying that the residence time of reactive species was small. Finally, the experimentally measured areas of the peaks produced by the atomic species and the hydroxyl radical were not large compared with the signal from diatomic species, so, excepting an extreme artificial depletion of these species relative to other species, it was unlikely that there was a large contribution to the number density from the dissociated species. While not discounting the presence of such species, their presence should not alter the mole fractions of the stable species significantly, certainly not beyond the error already present in these measurements.

A last assumption must now be made to provide a calibration factor for the measurement of the water molecule. For reasons of simplicity as much as anything else, this was taken to be 1. The actual calibration constant is not likely to be far from 1 as the calibration constant for helium (the largest measured) is only 1.7 at these pitot pressures and the calibration constant for hydrogen is 1 also. As the helium and argon are monatomic and the mass ratios for these species are more severe that the mass ratio of water to nitrogen, the error in the estimate of 1 for the relative calibration of water is assumed to be 25%, which is to say that the calibration might be as much as 1.25 or as low as 0.75. With this final assumption the mole fractions of the seven species can be calculated from the individual relative concentrations to nitrogen.

The fractions for the seven species were calculated from the areas under the peaks in the recorded spectra and used the following formulas:
Here the absolute mole fractions are obtained by dividing the relative mole fractions by the sum of the relative mole fractions of each species. The mole fractions for a sample of the runs as a function of time are presented in Figures 6.11 to 6.13. In these figures the traces are divided into hydrogen and water in part (a), the components of air in part (b) and the driver gas contamination level of the sample in part (c). It can be seen that the traces show a variation with time but that the concentrations are reasonably constant with time in the interval from 0.5 to 1 msec after the start of the flow.

Concentration profiles across the mixing region have been obtained from the measurements from the individual runs. These are shown in Figure 6.14 to 6.17 for the test conditions A to D. The error bars represent standard errors of the mean of the measurements from all spectra for each run and do not include systematic errors from the assumptions regarding the calibrations. The data presented in these figures is included in Table 6.5. The same results expressed as mass fractions are given in Figure 6.18 to 6.21. In Figure 6.22 the average molecular weight of the gas sample is plotted as a function of transverse distance.
Table 6.4 The Conditions for the Test Runs for the Measurements of Species Concentration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Test Condition</th>
<th>Location (mm from axis)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Measured Total Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Measured Pilot Pressure (kPa)</th>
<th>Enthalpy (MJ/kg)</th>
<th>Total Temp. (K)</th>
<th>Pressure (kPa)</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Temp. (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>B 0</td>
<td>arcine</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>5739</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>3827</td>
<td>1325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>D 0</td>
<td>H₂ sat.</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4368</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>3228</td>
<td>644</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>C 0</td>
<td>H₂ sat.</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4964</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>3485</td>
<td>998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>B 5</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>5582</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>3495</td>
<td>998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>C 5</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4991</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>3495</td>
<td>998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>D 5</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4081</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>3086</td>
<td>738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>B 10</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>5950</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>3910</td>
<td>1408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>B 10</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5056</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>3533</td>
<td>1033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>C 10</td>
<td>v good</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>7047</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>4327</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>D 10</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>5653</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>3794</td>
<td>1291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>B 15</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>5913</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>3893</td>
<td>1394</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>B 20</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>C 20</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>D 20</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>A 20</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>A 15</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>C 15</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>A 5</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>A 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5 Measured Mole Fractions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>H₂</th>
<th>H₂O</th>
<th>N₂</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>O₂</th>
<th>Driver</th>
<th># of Data Points</th>
<th>Start Time (msec)</th>
<th>End Time (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.02</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.02</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 6.11 (a) The Mole Fraction of Hydrogen and Water as a Function of Time (Condition D and 5 mm off Axis)

Figure 6.11 (b) The Mole Fraction of Nitrogen Oxygen and Nitric Oxide as a Function of Time (Condition D and 5 mm off axis)
Figure 6.11 (c) The Contamination Level of the Test Gas
(Condition D and 5 mm off axis)

Figure 6.12 (a) The Mole Fraction of Hydrogen and Water as a Function of Time
(Condition A and 10 mm off axis)
Figure 6.12 (b) The Mole Fraction of Nitrogen Oxygen and Nitric Oxide as a Function of Time (Condition A and 10 mm off axis)

Figure 6.12 (c) The Contamination Level of the Test Gas (Condition A and 10 mm off axis)
Figure 6.13 (a) The Mole Fraction of Hydrogen and Water as a Function of Time (Condition B and 15 mm off axis)

Figure 6.13 (b) The Mole Fraction of Nitrogen Oxygen and Nitric Oxide as a Function of Time (Condition B and 15 mm off axis)
Figure 6.13 (c) The Mole Fractions of the Driver Gas
(Condition and 15 mm off axis)

Figure 6.14 Mole fractions as a Function of Transverse Location
Condition A (12.2 MJ/kg)
Figure 6.15 Mole Fractions as a Function of Transverse Location
Condition B (9.4 MJ/kg)

Figure 6.16 Mole Fractions as a Function of Transverse Location
Condition C (7.8 MJ/kg)
Figure 6.17 Mole Fractions as a Function of Transverse Location
Condition D (5.6 MJ/kg)

Figure 6.18 Mass Fractions Condition A (12.2 MJ/kg)
Figure 6.19 Mass Fractions Condition B (9.4 MJ/kg)

Figure 6.20 Mass Fractions Condition C (7.8 MJ/kg)
Figure 6.21 Mass Fractions Condition D (5.6 MJ/kg)

Figure 6.22 Average Molecular Weight across the Fuel Jet Mixing Region
6.3 DISCUSSION

Generally, the accuracy of the measurements was not as good as those of the driver gas. This was due to the problems with calibrations and performance of the instrument. The systematic error in the measurement of hydrogen was 20%, water 25%, nitrogen 10%, nitric oxide 10%, oxygen 10%, helium 5% and argon 10%. These estimates were dominated by the estimated error in the calibration constant. The random error in each measurement (due to the sampling rate or lack of peak definition) is included as an error bar for each measurement. Considering that this was the first time that measurements of this type had been performed, this level of error was not unexpected. Despite this, there is still a considerable amount of information contained in the measurements, much of it unique.

An additional difficulty with the results can be seen in the traces of the concentrations as a function of time (Figure 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13). That is, that the concentrations at each location in the flow were not steady with time. The general trend was for air-component concentrations to fall with time after peaking at around 0.5 msec of flow, while the hydrogen concentration rose with time after 0.5 msec. Where there was noticeable water, the water concentration fell with increasing time. An obvious explanation for this was that the effective height of the hydrogen fuel jet (after adjusting to the ambient static pressure) was increasing with time as the static pressure of the test gas fell. Such variations were independent of the operation of the mass spectrometer, and are therefore not so much a problem with the measurement, as with the interpretation of the data. In fact, this observation highlighted the importance of the instrument's ability to obtain time resolved measurements, as single instant concentration measurements would not reveal the unsteadiness of the combustion.

A comparison of the results from the different test conditions, indicated that the highest enthalpy air flow, Condition A, showed a considerable amount of water across the fuel jet. A small amount of water appeared to have been produced in Condition B, while in the two lower enthalpy conditions, there was no measurable amount of water produced. In all three of the lower enthalpy conditions there was significant penetration of the oxygen into the fuel jet without reaction. In Condition A, the amount of oxygen measured inside the fuel jet was not significant. This indicated that at only the highest enthalpy condition had complete reaction of the mixed air and fuel occurred, and that the combustion of the fuel was mixing-limited. In the three lower enthalpy conditions (B, C, and D), the fuel and air mixed but did not react. Condition B may be reaction-limited, since there was some water present, while Conditions C and D showed no evidence that ignition occurred. In all conditions, the measurement of large amounts of hydrogen within the jet indicated that nothing close to complete mixing of the fuel jet occurred.

At the defined test time, the transverse extent of the mixing region taken from the concentration measurements and the thickness of the momentum flux defect both increased with the increase in test flow enthalpy. Although the initial effective fuel jet thickness also
increased with increasing enthalpy, this did not account for the relative size of the increase in jet height 500 mm downstream. The pitot pressure profiles and the mole fraction of the components of air are plotted simultaneously for the four test conditions in Figure 6.23. To obtain a measure of the penetration of the free-stream molecules into the fuel stream, the water was included as if it were dissociated into molecular hydrogen and oxygen. Therefore the mole fractions of test gas in the figure include the oxygen present in the form of water as well as the mole fraction of driver gas.

Figure 6.23 Comparison between the Pitot Pressure and the Air Mole Fraction 500 mm Downstream of the Injector.
(■ - Pilot pressure; □ - Mole fraction of test gas (including water and driver contamination))

The free-stream pitot pressure and the hydrogen jet pitot pressure were predicted to increase as the enthalpy increased. This was reflected in the pitot pressure measurements, except in the centre of the jet at Condition A. In Condition A, the centre line pitot pressure was significantly below the expected levels, and represented a greater deficit in momentum flux (below the free-stream momentum flux) than the original momentum flux deficit of the fuel jet. That this occurred coincident with combustion possibly indicated that the density was falling on the centre of the fuel jet as the temperature increased. If this was so, then the thickness of the fuel jet concentration profile would be expected to increase and the free-stream pitot pressure would be increased by the compression waves generated by the expansion of the stream tubes in the combustion zone. There was a greater increase in free-stream pitot pressure in Condition A than in the other test conditions. In Conditions B, C and D, the rise in free-stream pitot pressure was interpreted as a result of mixing stimulated compression waves.
The momentum flux profiles and the concentration profiles given in Figure 6.23 show a roughly equivalent height of the mixing region. This was expected in the case of a turbulent mixing region where the turbulent diffusion dominated over the molecular transport. In a free turbulent shear layer between two semi-infinite fluids, the growth rate of the height of the mixing region has been observed to grow linearly with downstream distance, (Figure 6.24), with the constant of proportionality being denoted the spreading coefficient, (Schetz, 1980). The spreading coefficient in a compressible flow has been found to be a function of the velocity ratio between the fuel and air streams, the density ratio, the level of density fluctuations, the Mach number of the turbulent structure in the shear layer, the rate of heat release in a chemically reacting flow and the initial turbulence levels in the free-stream flows, (Dimotakis, 1991). Even in the case of equal stream velocities, where intuition would suggest that the mixing would be slight, the initial turbulence and density fluctuations act to produce stronger mixing than molecular diffusion (Brown and Roshko, 1974).

\[
\frac{\delta}{x}(r,s) = C_6 \frac{(1-r)(1+s^{1/2})}{2(1+s^{1/2}r)} \left( 1 - \frac{(1-s^{1/2})(1+s^{1/2})}{1 + 2.9(1+r)/(1-r)} \right) \tag{6.6}
\]

where \( r \) is the velocity ratio and \( s \) is the density ratio between the two streams. The constant depends on the facility and other unknown factors and has fallen in the range \( 0.25 < C < 0.45 \). Values of density and velocity ratios are listed in Table 6.6 for test conditions A to D.
Table 6.6 The Empirical Predictions of Spreading Coefficient and Mixing Region Height for the Experimental Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Condition A</th>
<th>Condition B</th>
<th>Condition C</th>
<th>Condition D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Velocity Ratio, $U_j/U_\infty$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density Ratio, $\rho_j/\rho_\infty$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompressible Spreading Coefficient</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convective Mach Number</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted Compressible Spreading Coefficient</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted Mixing Region Height (mm)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An extension to compressible non-reacting shear layers has been suggested by Papamoschou and Roshko (1988). They introduced the concept of a convective Mach number as a measure of the compressibility of the flow. In a flow with uniform ratio of specific heats, the convective Mach number is defined by

$$M_c = \frac{U_1 + U_2}{a_1 + a_2}$$

(6.7)

where $M_c$ is the convective Mach number, $U$ is velocity and $a$ the speed of sound, with 1 and 2 denoting each stream. This equation represents the Mach number of the large scale turbulent structure with respect to the gas free-stream. For the experimental conditions of the current measurements, the convective Mach number is given in Table 6.6. Using this as the defining measure of compressibility, the spreading rate is reduced below that predicted by Equation 6.7 as the convective Mach number increases. The experimental measurements are correlated by an empirical relation:

$$f(M_{c1}) = 0.8 e^{-3M_{c1}^2} + 0.2$$

(6.8)

Where $f$ represents the reduction in the compressible spreading rate from the incompressible. This relation is plotted in Figure 6.25 along with the experimental data which it is meant to represent (sources not included). As can be seen the majority of data is taken at convective Mach numbers less than one. The spreading coefficient predicted from the convective Mach numbers of the current test conditions are also given in Table 6.6. As can be seen, the opposing effects of velocity and density variations and the convective Mach number combine to produce an equivalent predicted spreading coefficient for each experimental condition.
In the experimental situation described here, immediately behind the injector, two shear layers are present, one on either side of the fuel jet. Each is expected to spread with downstream distance, although not necessarily independently from the influence of the other. The two shear layers would be coupled by the waves they produced. Each set of waves would travel through the opposite shear layer, possibly generating additional turbulence and increasing the mixing rate. At some point downstream, the two shear layers would intersect and the nature of the flow would change from dual shear layers to a jet/wake flow. After this had occurred, (though perhaps before, due to the coupling), the empirical results from semi-infinite shear layer growth would no longer apply to the growth of the mixing region.

Upstream of the intersection of the two shear layers, the properties on the centre of the jet would remain close to the original properties and the pitot pressure and concentration profiles should show axial values equivalent to those at the start of the jet. This region of near constant properties is referred to as the potential core. Downstream of the potential core, the axial flow properties approach the free-stream properties, and the decrease in difference in quantities usually follows an inverse power law form with distance. In the far downstream, the transverse gradients of velocity and temperature become small and the growth of the shear could be approximated quite well by the incompressible growth rates (Bradshaw, 1977).

Assuming that the coupling between the two shear layers was not significant, the length of the potential core could be estimated from the height of the fuel jet and the predicted compressible spreading coefficient. In these experiments, this length is 120 to 130 mm, indicating that for most (75%) of the distance between the injector and the measurements, the

![Figure 6.25 Ratio of Compressible to Incompressible Shear-Layer Growth as a Function of Convective Mach Number (Dimotakis, 1991, Fig 4)]
mixing region will be behaving as a jet/wake flow and the empirical correlations for semi-infinite shear layers will not apply. It remains of interest, however, to discover how much greater the growth rate is in a jet/wake mixing layer than in a free shear layer, and if the predicted independence of the spreading rate with experimental conditions also applies to the jet/wake flow.

From the measurements, the half-height of the total mixing region was approximately 20 to 25 mm for Conditions A, B, and C and approximately 20 mm in Condition D. If the initial distance required for the isentropic compression of the fuel jet to the ambient pressure was ignored, then the spreading rate was about 40/500 or 0.08 (0.07 for Condition D). This was much larger than the predicted spreading coefficient for free shear layers and represented a much faster mixing and entrainment of the jet and free-stream gas than did a single shear layer. The incompressible spreading coefficient for free shear layers was larger than, but much closer to, the measured spreading rates. This was consistent with the conclusions reached by Casey (1991) from strut injection measurements in a narrow duct. His experiments were also conducted far enough downstream for the flow to become jet/wake dominated. The independence with test conditions does not seem to apply to the jet/wake flow since the height of the mixing layer is seen to grow with increased enthalpy.

Few other measurements of species profiles in shear layers have been reported, and none in a high temperature, high Mach number flow. The few measurements that have been taken imply that the transport of momentum, energy and species between the two streams does not take place at equal rates. Chriss (1968) found that the centre line variations of hydrogen concentration and momentum along the axis of a free-jet followed different functional forms. Ginevskii (1966) found that the transport of heat occurred twice as fast as the transport of momentum across shear layers in incompressible flows. The current results indicate that for these experimental conditions the transport properties are very similar.

Past research has shown that turbulence levels in the facility have an influence on the growth rate of the mixing layer. This was not quantified in these experiments, although the noise level in the pressure measurements was quite large.

In summary then, the state of knowledge of the mixing between supersonic fuel and air behind a parallel injector is not sufficient to theoretically explain the existing measurements nor to predict the outcomes of new experiments. In such a situation, measurements of concentration profiles across the mixing region downstream of such a combustor must be a valuable addition to the measurements of density and pressure which are routinely obtained. Confidence in numerical simulations relies upon the ability of the equations used to model the flow being able to reproduce experimentally obtained results. For these reasons also, the exploration of new measurements in new flow conditions is essential to the development of better understanding and modeling of the physically dominant processes in supersonic combustion.

These experiments in hypersonic combustion have only scratched the surface of the potential mass spectrometry offers to this field. The presentation of these results and their
consequences has been necessarily brief, as further detail is beyond the scope of this thesis. The information obtained from these initial experiments pose more questions than answers and highlight many further avenues for research. In particular, research is required to more clearly define the mechanisms controlling the spreading rate in parallel injection in a supersonic flow as well as to sample the gas closer to the injector in order to determine whether the spreading rate changes significantly in the far downstream. It would also be valuable to perform numerical simulations of the current experimental conditions in order to gain a greater understanding of the turbulent mixing present in supersonic combustion.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation into the characteristics of boundary layer transition to turbulence in hypervelocity air flows. A series of experiments was conducted using a flat plate model, equipped with static pressure and thin film heat transfer transducers, in a free piston shock tunnel. Transition was observed in the stagnation enthalpy range of 2.35 to 19.2 MJ/kg. The transition Reynolds number correlates well with the unit Reynolds number through a simple empirical relation. The influences of Mach number, pressure, and wall cooling are examined. The measured heat transfer rates in laminar and turbulent regions are compared with empirical predictions. Freestream disturbances of the test flow were also measured and analysed.

NOTATION

- specific gas constant (kJ/kg K)
- Reynolds number based on the distance from the leading edge
- transition end Reynolds number
- transition onset Reynolds number
- unit Reynolds number (l/m)

St
Stanton number = \frac{f}{\frac{1}{2} \rho U^2 (h_0 - h)}

\tau
frac of transition zone defined by Equation (9)

\gamma
ratio of specific heats; intermittency factor

\lambda
driver gas compression ratio

\rho
density (kg/m³)

\tau_e
test time (s)

\nu
kinematic viscosity (m/s)

<>
average quantity

Subscripts
- stagnation quantity
- w quantity at the wall
- r recovery quantity

Superscript
- fluctuating quantity

INTRODUCTION

The prediction of boundary layer transition is generally a problem related to high Reynolds number flows. Transition has been closely investigated for many flow situations in the past, but there has been little investigation into the transition phenomena relating to hypersonic, high enthalpy flows. The boundary layer has a significant influence on the external flow fields of re-entry bodies, such as the Space Shuttle, and would have a critical influence on hypersonic duct flows such as those created in scramjet engines.
In the case of subsonic and supersonic flows of low enthalpy, boundary layer instability and transition have been accepted to be related to the unit Reynolds number, Mach number and the cooling of the wall. The existence of unsteady waves in the boundary layer has been substantiated by linear stability theory and revealed by experiment. The onset of boundary layer transition is marked by the departure from linear boundary layer characteristics which were associated with the appearance of local turbulent (non-linear) events. The corresponding Reynolds number, in cases of zero pressure gradient flow over flat plates and cones, was of the order 10^9. When correlated with the influential parameters, transition Reynolds number always showed an increasing trend with increases in unit Reynolds number, Mach number and boundary layer cooling. It was thought at one time that sufficient surface cooling could result in complete boundary layer stability and the possibility of maintaining the laminar status indefinitely.

When flow speed becomes hypersonic, however, some fundamental changes occur in the early stages of transition, which are associated with the development of linear instability waves. Linear stability analysis demonstrated that in addition to some low frequency, or first mode instability waves which are dominant in subsonic and supersonic boundary layer flows, there exist higher frequency, or second mode instabilities, in hypersonic boundary layers. This second mode overtakes the role of the first mode and becomes dominant in the process leading to transition. Linear stability theory indicates that boundary layer cooling, as determined from wall to stagnation temperature ratio, will enhance second mode instability in hypersonic boundary layers and thus reduce the effect of first mode disturbances. Linear stability experiment conducted by Stetsen and Kimmel discovered that the wavelength of the second mode disturbances was equal to twice the boundary layer thickness. This assumed that the wave velocity was the same as the velocity at the boundary edge. Stetsen and Kimmel speculated that second mode disturbances were unlikely to be dominant in the transition process. Consequently, surface cooling should delay transition in the hypersonic boundary layer. However, when second mode disturbances were known to be dominant, cooling of the surface would promote transition of the boundary layer. This was also supported by Seddougui's numerical study which stated that surface cooling enhances the Tollmien-Schlichting viscous mode activity, and accelerates the transition process in the compressible boundary layer.

Previous hypersonic transition experiments by various researchers have yielded inconsistent conclusions. Doehne and Durbuch, and Rosk have indicated that there was little influence of wall to recovery temperature ratio $T_{wall}/T_{stagn}$, on the location of the transition point. Demetriades observed in experiments conducted with a conical model that wall cooling definitely caused a substantial upstream movement of the transition zone. Shock tunnels experiments by Stetsen and Rushton demonstrated a reduction in transition Reynolds number as the temperature ratio $T_{wall}/T_{stagn}$ was reduced. The results of Richards and Stollery showed that the increase of $T_{wall}/T_{stagn}$ may cause transition reversal and reversal. The conclusion reached by Cary was opposite to all of the above. He observed a moderate increase in transition Reynolds number with wall cooling and no transition reversal.

All of the above-mentioned hypersonic transition experiments had relatively low stagnation temperatures and enthalpies and hence the flow velocities were also relatively low. The test conditions of these experiments were unlikely to cover the velocity range encountered by future space planes. Therefore, transition data in hypervelocity boundary layer flows are still required.

One of the features of hypervelocity and high enthalpy flow is that high temperature and high heat transfer rate is generated when the flow is bounded by a solid wall. In other words, surface cooling is relatively severe. Also, chemical reactions, such as the dissociation of oxygen and nitrogen molecules, are bound to occur in high temperature flows. The real gas effects are unknown factors in any transition study. In the present work an attempt is made to investigate the influence of freestream unit Reynolds number, pressure, and wall cooling, on the transition under such conditions.

EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Experiments were conducted at the University of Queensland using the T4 free piston shock tunnel (Fig. 1). A contoured nozzle with a fixed area ratio was used and the nominal Mach number was 5.0. A flat plate model (Fig. 2) with a 30° sharp wedge was placed in the test section. The bluntness of the model leading edge was 0.08 mm; the total length of the plate was 600 mm and its width 230 mm. A fence (not shown in Fig. 2) was attached to each side of the model to control the disturbances generated at the corner of the leading edge. The first transducer hole was 50 mm from the leading edge, the second 74 mm and the third 100 mm. Consecutive transducers were 17.5 mm apart.

The stagnation enthalpy of the flow varied in the range 2.35-26 MJ/kg. The nominal conditions were $T_{wall} = 2130$-9130K, $P = 4.8$-26 kPa and $M = 5.2-6.6$. The flow speed varied from 21 to 60 km/s. The change in static pressure was achieved by varying the thickness of the primary diaphragm in the shock tube. The film gauges were flash mounted along the model to measure surface temperatures during the tests, and temperature traces were then integrated to obtain heat transfer rates. A pressure transducer was also mounted in the plate to obtain a reference static pressure and to determine the steady flow conditions.

The main objective of the present investigation was to detect the transition phenomenon in hypersonic and high enthalpy boundary layer flows. However, the enthalpy range over which transition is observed is limited by the lengths of the test core and the model. In shock tunnel tests with a fixed nozzle, high enthalpy is achieved by increasing stagnation and static temperatures. The reduced density $\rho^* = (T/T^*)^\gamma$, and increased viscosity $\nu^* = (T/T^*)^{\gamma-1}$, lead to an overall reduction of unit Reynolds number with the test flow enthalpy. As the flow enthalpy increased, the unit Reynolds number decreased and the Reynolds number based on the distance from the leading edge also

![Figure 1. Sketch of the T4 shock tunnel.](image1)

![Figure 2. Sketch of the flat plate model.](image2)
Figure 3. Test time determined by test gas contamination (taken from Stalker and Morgan)\(^{(13)}\).

decreased. Therefore, the onset of transition was delayed further downstream from the leading edge at high enthalpy, and finally beyond the model length. The maximum stagnation enthalpy of the flow tested was 26 MJ/kg but no onset of transition could be detected for stagnation enthalpies over 19.2 MJ/kg.

The decay of stagnation pressure could be a concern when a steady flow over the test model is required for an examination of transition. If the flow speed at the test section is \(U\) and the model length is \(L\), then the time required for flow to pass the entire model is

\[
T = \frac{L}{U} \quad \ldots \ldots (1)
\]

The behaviour of stagnation pressure during this time interval is crucial for the establishment of test flow over the model. For the worst case, i.e. when the flow speed is the lowest, we have

\[
T = \frac{0.6}{2.9 \times 10^{-5}s} = 290 \mu s
\]

Over this period the reservoir pressure is reduced by 20%. This amount of decay did not substantially influence heat transfer measurement through which transition was detected as discussed later. It should be noted that the laminar region of the boundary layer was shorter than the model length. The pressure decay during the period when the test flow passed the entire laminar region was smaller than that estimated above. Therefore, the test flow produced in the T4 shock tunnel was considered reasonably steady for the study of boundary layer transition.

To investigate the influence of decaying total pressure on transition, a series of runs was performed with 20\% argon and 80\% helium driver gas mixture. This reproduced the flow conditions at an enthalpy of 3.5 MJ/kg, with no decay in stagnation pressure. No difference in transition onset point was detected. However, both the maximum stagnation enthalpy and contamination free test time achievable by mixed driver gases were smaller than those achieved by helium driver.

The test time in a high-enthalpy reflected shock tunnel was limited by the driver gas contamination of the test gas. The gas at the vicinity of the shock tube wall undergoes a bifurcated reflected shock, and suffers a smaller change in velocity than the centralised gas which passes through a normal reflected shock. It therefore forms a jet penetrating into the test gas region along the wall, which in turn reduces the test time. This problem had been investigated by Stalker and Cranfield\(^{(14)}\), who formulated a theory to estimate the length of useful test time produced by reflected shock tunnel facilities. Using this theory, Stalker and Morgan\(^{(13)}\) calculated the test time in terms of test slug length \(s(2H_0)^{2/3}\) vs the stagnation enthalpy at the diaphragm rupture pressure of 57 MPa (Fig. 3). For \(\lambda = 60^\circ\) and \(H_0 = 20\) MJ/kg the test slug was about 2 m which was more than three times the model length. The stagnation enthalpies of all data-acquiring test runs of the present investigation were less than 20 MJ/kg and the test slugs were always longer than 2 m according to Fig. 3. It can be concluded that the T4 free piston shock tunnel provided sufficient test time for the establishment of transitional boundary layer flow over the flat plate model used. This conclusion was also supported by the establishment of steady heat transfer rate within that test period.

The nozzle reservoir stagnation conditions were calculated using the ESTCII\(^{(15)}\) computer program. It uses the initial shock tube filling pressure, temperature and the measured incident shock speed to calculate the stagnation condition behind the reflected shock. It then isentropically expands this stagnation condition with an expansion in equilibrium until the stagnation pressure matches the value measured during the useful test flow period. The gas is assumed to be stationary at this expanded condition, thereby leading to a loss in total enthalpy from shock reflection conditions.

The test section freestream conditions were calculated using the NEN7F computer program\(^{(16)}\). Given the stagnation conditions in the nozzle reservoir, i.e. the end of the shock tube, the program computes the expansion of the test gas through the nozzle. The following calculation scheme was used. Chemical equilibrium was assumed for the flow upstream of the throat. Chemical nonequilibrium calculations began downstream of the throat and the chemical kinetics provided by Lordi et al\(^{(17)}\) were used. The thermodynamic properties of the constituent gases were modelled by fitted polynomial curves for temperatures greater than 5000K, and by a harmonic oscillator model below this temperature. All vibrational modes were assumed to be in equilibrium with the flow temperature throughout the nozzle. The above calculation scheme was verified by the measurement of pitot and static pressures in the test section of the tunnel. The differences between the calculated and the measured quantities were estimated to be within \(\pm 15\%\) for the enthalpy range within which the transition experiment was conducted.

FREESTREAM DISTURBANCE MEASUREMENT

Experiments examining the intensity of freestream disturbances were conducted in the T4 shock tunnel. A pilot rake was mounted vertically in the test section about 158 mm downstream of the nozzle exit, and consisted of six pilot pressure probes with a distance of 30 mm between each adjacent probe. A PCB pressure transducer with a response time of less than 2 \(\mu s\) was mounted in each of the probes. The response frequencies of the pitot probes were not less than 400 kHz, and the pressure signals were sampled at a rate of 500 kHz. The maximum frequency discernible from the recorded data was not less than 250 kHz.

Pitot pressure measurements were taken for a range of test conditions. Figure 4 demonstrates the variations of the fluctuation intensity with the unit Reynolds number. It does not indicate the existence of any correlation between pitot pressure fluctuation intensity and the unit Reynolds number. Each data point represents the averaged value of fluctuation intensities of the pitot probes mounted in the rake. Direct measurement of continuous flow velocity in the shock tunnel facility was not possible. The flow disturbance or the noise level which is often indicated by freestream velocity fluctuation intensity was therefore difficult to obtain by direct measurement. However, it is possible to get an indirect estimate of this quantity from pitot pressure measurements. The relation between fluctuation intensity of the velocity and that of pitot pressure is discussed below.
From the Rayleigh pitot tube formula the following relation for the pitot pressure $P_i$ in a hypersonic flow field can be obtained, assuming the gas is perfect,

$$ P_i = C p u^2 $$  \ldots (2)

where $C$ is a constant and

$$ C = \left( \frac{\gamma + 1}{2} \right)^{\frac{\gamma - 1}{\gamma + 1}} $$  \ldots (3)

Taking the logarithm of both sides of Equation (2) and then differentiating yields

$$ \frac{dP_i}{P_i} = \frac{du}{u} + 2 \frac{d\rho}{\rho} $$  \ldots (4)

Since radiated noise is predominant in hypersonic wind tunnels, it was assumed that velocity fluctuation was caused by sound waves travelling in the flow field, and that the contribution from vorticity fluctuation was negligible. The continuity equation which governs the variations in velocity and density due to acoustic waves can be written as follows, assuming one dimensional flow,

$$ \frac{d\rho}{\rho} = \frac{du}{a} $$  \ldots (5)

where $a$ is the local speed of sound. By introducing Mach number into the above equation yields

$$ \frac{d\rho}{\rho} = M \frac{du}{u} $$  \ldots (6)

Substituting this into Equation (4) gives

$$ \frac{dP_i}{P_i} = (M + 2) \frac{du}{u} $$  \ldots (7)

The fluctuating components $P_i'$ and $u'$ can be treated as small perturbations $dP_i'$ and $du$. Equation (7) then becomes

$$ \frac{P_i'}{P_i} = (M + 2) \frac{u'}{u} $$  \ldots (8)

Therefore, we have

$$ \sqrt{\frac{(u')^2}{u^2}} = \frac{1}{M + 2} \sqrt{\frac{(P_i')^2}{P_i^2}} $$  \ldots (9)

It can thus be seen that for hypersonic flow, where $M > 1$, the velocity fluctuation intensity is much smaller than that of pitot pressure. For $M = 5$, the velocity fluctuation intensity is only about 14% of the fluctuation intensity measured with pitot probe.

Fourier transform was performed on the fluctuating pitot pressure signals, and a dominant frequency was observed in each of the power spectra. Figure 5 shows a typical power spectrum of the fluctuating component of the pitot signal. The power density $E$ is normalised so that

$$ \int E df = 1 $$  \ldots (10)

Further analysis showed that this dominant frequency was proportional to the square root of the flow temperature (Fig. 6). Since the speed of sound in the test gas was proportional to the square root of temperature, it was expected that, with a characteristic length $D$, the characteristic frequency would be

$$ f_s = \frac{a}{D} = \sqrt{\frac{RT}{D}} $$  \ldots (11)

where $\gamma$ and $R$ are assumed to be constant. Generally, Equation (11) can be written as,

$$ f_s = C \sqrt{T} $$  \ldots (12)

where the constant of proportionality $C$ incorporates the properties of test gas, the geometry of the nozzle, and the mode of oscillation. The value of $C$ was found to be 391 s$^{-1}$K$^{-1/2}$ through regression analysis. The origin of the dominant frequency in freestream disturbance has not been investigated but it was speculated that it may be pertinent to the fluctuation of the sonic surface at the exit of the nozzle throat.

The freestream disturbances discussed above were eventually
received and amplified by the boundary layer flow over the flat plate model, leading to transition to turbulence. During this amplification process, the boundary layer was selective about the frequencies carried in the disturbances. At a defined Reynolds number and Mach number, there is a most preferred, or the most amplified, frequency. This frequency generally depends on Mach number M, Reynolds number Re and wall to stagnation temperature ratio $T_w/T_p$. Linear stability forcing theory can be used to calculate the ratio of the stability wave amplitude $A_0$ at the neutral point to the amplitude $A_1$ of the sound radiated by the turbulent boundary layer on the nozzle wall. The calculation is often carried out in terms of mass flow fluctuation. If $m_0$ is the peak value of the local mass flow fluctuation, and $m_1$ is the amplitude of mass flow fluctuation of incoming instability waves, the ratio $m_1/m_0$ represents, in a similar manner to the amplitude ratio $A_1/A_0$, the amplification of instability wave. Mack(4), using viscous forcing theory, computed the peak mass fluctuations for six frequencies at Mach 4.5. His numerical result (re-plotted in Fig. 7) showed that the most amplified frequency, or the frequency that has the highest amplitude ratio, is relatively high at low Reynolds number. As Reynolds number increases, the most amplified frequency decreases. This trend coincides with the boundary layer growth. If the wavelength of the most amplified mode is scaled with the boundary layer thickness, it should increase as the boundary layer grows with Reynolds number. Hence, the frequency of the most amplified mode decreases, provided that the phase velocity of the waves remains constant. Note that the modes of the waves are not distinguished in forcing theory since it applies only up to the neutral point.

An envelope may be added to the curves representing the amplitude ratio for various dimensionless frequencies in Fig. 7. The tangent point of this envelope with each particular curve represents the Reynolds number where that particular mode becomes the most amplified. Plotting the frequencies against the Reynolds number at their tangent point yields Fig. 8. This figure indicates that $F_m$ is proportional to $Re^{-\frac{1}{4}}$, where $n=3/4$, i.e.: \[ F_m = C \left( Re^{-\frac{1}{4}} \right) \] \[ \ldots (13) \]

where $C$ is the constant of proportionality. By differentiating the above equation the following are obtained

\[ dF_m = -\frac{3}{4} C \left( Re^{-\frac{3}{4}} \right) dRe \] \[ \ldots (14) \]

It can be seen that the variation of the most amplified frequency would be very small at high Reynolds number. Hence, a characteristic frequency may be chosen to represent the most amplified frequencies for a large Reynolds number range. For boundary layer flow at Mach 3.5, Chen et al. found that $F_m = 1.25 \times 10^{-2}$. In the present work the numerical result of Mack was used as a reference even though the nominal Mach number of the experiments was slightly higher than the Mach number involved in his calculation. For the Reynolds number range covered by the flat plate model, $F_m$ was estimated to be in the order $5 \times 10^{-3}$.

The dimensionless peak frequencies of measured fluctuating pilot pressure signals, under various test conditions, are plotted in Fig. 9. These dominant frequencies in the freestream noise were at least an order of magnitude lower than the most amplified frequency predicted by linear stability theory.

Although freestream disturbances may have a strong influence on boundary layer transition, and it is a general trend that transition Reynolds number decreases with increasing freestream disturbance level, large freestream parameter fluctuations intensities do not always mean strong disturbances to the boundary layer instability and transition. The support of this conclusion came from Wells's experimental investigation of the effect of freestream turbulence on boundary layer transition for zero pressure gradient at low speed. He compared his measurements with...
those of Schubauer and Skramstad\(^3\) and Boltz et al\(^2\) and it was found that at the same freestream velocity fluctuation intensity, the transition Reynolds number could be expected to have different values. For example, at \((\delta u/\bar{u})^2 = 0.1\%\), the transition Reynolds number obtained by Wells was greater than that by Schubauer and Skramstad by nearly a factor of two. To estimate the magnitude of the freestream disturbances in regard to transition, the power spectrum of the fluctuating quantity must be examined as the waves, whose wavelengths are scaled with the boundary layer thickness, control the process of transition. In fact, Stetson and Kimmel\(^3\) discovered experimentally that the major second mode disturbances have wavelengths approximately twice the boundary layer thickness.

If the velocity of each Tollmien-Schlichting wave is equal to the freestream velocity at the boundary layer edge, then at the same frequency the wavelength of sound which travels at the speed of sound relative to the freestream is not much different from the wavelength of the TS wave for hypersonic flow. Therefore, a correspondence energy was distributed to these waves, whose wavelengths are scaled with the boundary layer thickness. It would not be favoured by the amplification process in the boundary layer of the flat plate model. Disturbances of frequencies higher than the detected maximum frequency might in fact exist in freestream. However, the contribution from these frequencies to the total disturbance energy would not be expected to be significant. Since sound wave disturbance in freestream was originated from the turbulent boundary layer of the nozzle wall, its power spectrum was closely related to that of the turbulent fluctuations in the boundary layer, which decayed rapidly with wave number.

**DETECTION OF TRANSITION**

Many physical quantities are sensitive to variations in the state of the boundary layer, and any of these properties may be used as a criterion for determining transition. Owen et al\(^2\) defined the onset of transition as the point where the Stanton numbers first consistently exceeded the laminar value. However, even within the laminar boundary layer, the measured Stanton number may not always be consistent with the value predicted by laminar theory. Based on the fact that for a flat plate with uniform pressure, the heat transfer rate decreases with the distance from leading edge unless the laminar nature of the flow is disturbed, the transition point is defined, for the present work, as the point where the Stanton number has a minimum value.

**ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA**

Model vibration can be a source of disturbance which would trigger instability waves in the laminar boundary layer. In the case of quiet subsonic wind tunnel tests by Filipenko and Shapovalov\(^2\), it was found that there existed a pronounced correlation between the Tollmien-Schlichting waves and the vibrations of the model. The vibration frequencies seemed to be synchroized with that of instability waves. It was believed that the same mechanism which induced instability waves from body vibration in subsonic boundary layer flow could drive the development of instability and transition in hypersonic flows.

Body vibration was picked up by pressure transducers mounted in the flat plate model. The frequency of the vibration was higher than the expected TS frequencies. This vibration was attributed to the stress wave travelling through the shock tunnel test section wall and the model suspension.

Shock tubes by nature create a flow which is fundamentally unsteady, and care must be taken when applying steady state analysis to the results of shock tube experiments. During the period when uncontaminated test gas is passing over the model, the stagnation and static pressure levels are not constant but decay with time by an amount which is a function of the tunnel operating conditions. However, a region of flow exists where the ratio of pressures across the expansion nozzle is steady, and the Mach number of the flow can be considered constant. The ratio of stagnation pressure to dynamic pressure will also be constant, and for the flow field around any body shape to be steady, the locally measured static pressures must be steady when normalized with respect to stagnation pressure. Provided these pressure ratios are constant, then a small change in the overall pressure level will not cause substantial change to the overall flow field or the shape of the streamlines, and a steady state analysis may be used.

The situation for heat transfer is slightly different. For the flow to be considered steady, the Stanton number must be constant, which implies that the heat transfer must decrease in proportion to the product of the mass flow rate with the recovery enalpoy. If the test flow conditions are computed on the assumption that an isentropic expansion follows shock reflection in the stagnation region, then it can be shown that, for constant Stanton number, heat transfer must have the following relationship with stagnation pressure \(P_0\):

\[
q = \frac{P_0^{(\gamma-1)}}{\gamma} \quad \text{(16)}
\]

where \(\gamma\) is an effective ratio of specific heats for the nozzle expansion. For a \(\gamma\) of 1.4, heat transfer depends on stagnation pressure to the power of 1.4. For the purposes of determining the duration of the steady flow period, this power of 1.4 was ignored for numerical expediency, and the heat transfer rates were normalized by stagnation pressure directly. For a decay in stagnation pressure of 30% this would lead to an error of 5% in Stanton number, and does not substantially affect the conclusions drawn from the data. Reasonably steady normalized traces were obtained in the laminar flow region even with this simplification. Figure 10 compares the measured heat transfer rates at distance of 50 mm from leading edge with calculated values using Eckert\(^\text{(*)}\) reference temperature method under different test conditions. The conditions at the beginning of the test period were selected for the calculation. The measured heat transfer rate was taken at the moment when the pressure ratio first reached the steady state. The relative errors are seen to be within 20%. Figure 11 shows a
The group of measured heat transfer rate distributions in terms of Stanton number along the plate. The predicted turbulent heat transfer rates were obtained from Stokery and Cokman's treatment of Eckert's empirical correlation. The virtual origin for the turbulent boundary layer was set at the onset of transition.

The variable \( \eta \) is defined as

\[
\eta = \frac{\left( \frac{Re}{Re_c} - 1 \right)}{\left( \frac{Re}{Re_c} - 1 \right)}
\]  

In the case of subsonic and supersonic wind tunnel tests, the distribution of the intermittency factor in the transition zone can be measured with hot-wire velocimeter, or pitot probe placed close to the surface of the model. In hypersonic shock tunnel test, use of hot-wire and pitot probe in the remarkably thin boundary layer seems to be impossible. However, there is considerable evidence to suggest that transitional characteristics in hypersonic boundary layers are similar to that in incompressible boundary layers. Hence, theoretical and empirical correlations obtained for incompressible boundary layers were used for the calculation of \( \gamma \). Abu-Ghannam and Shaw's proposal of an intermittency factor in subsonic boundary layer transition reads

\[
\eta = 1 - \exp\left(-5\eta^3\right)
\]

The variable \( \eta \) is defined as

\[
\eta = \frac{\left( \frac{Re}{Re_c} - 1 \right)}{\left( \frac{Re}{Re_c} - 1 \right)}
\]  

In the case of subsonic and supersonic wind tunnel tests, the distribution of the intermittency factor in the transition zone can be measured with hot-wire velocimeter, or pitot probe placed close to the surface of the model. In hypersonic shock tunnel test, use of hot-wire and pitot probe in the remarkably thin boundary layer seems to be impossible. However, there is considerable evidence to suggest that transitional characteristics in hypersonic boundary layers are similar to that in incompressible boundary layers. Hence, theoretical and empirical correlations obtained for incompressible boundary layers were used for the calculation of \( \gamma \). Abu-Ghannam and Shaw's proposal of an intermittency factor in subsonic boundary layer transition reads

\[
\eta = 1 - \exp\left(-5\eta^3\right)
\]  

The variable \( \eta \) is defined as

\[
\eta = \frac{\left( \frac{Re}{Re_c} - 1 \right)}{\left( \frac{Re}{Re_c} - 1 \right)}
\]  

It is seen from Fig. 11 that within the laminar boundary layer the Stanton number distribution closely followed the theory. After passing through a minimum point, the Stanton number increased rapidly, then fell again. The rise of the Stanton number indicates

Table 1. Flow conditions and transition result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>( H_a )</th>
<th>( T )</th>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>( M )</th>
<th>( U )</th>
<th>( Re )</th>
<th>( Re_c )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>M/kg</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>kPa</td>
<td>m/s</td>
<td>m/s</td>
<td>\times 10^6</td>
<td>\times 10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>1.28 \times 10^{-15}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>2330</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.82 \times 10^{-07}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>2680</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>0.85 \times 10^{-05}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.65 \times 10^{-03}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>2060</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>1.74 \times 10^{-18}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>2310</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>1.40 \times 10^{-12}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>2720</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>1.28 \times 10^{-08}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>2850</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>1.17 \times 10^{-07}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>3120</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.03 \times 10^{-06}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>1.63 \times 10^{-17}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>2690</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>1.44 \times 10^{-11}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>2840</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>1.20 \times 10^{-09}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>3140</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>1.09 \times 10^{-07}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9.19</td>
<td>1257</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>3810</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>7.11 \times 10^{-07}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>2.81 \times 10^{-37}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>2670</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>1.85 \times 10^{-25}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>9.19</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>3220</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>1.45 \times 10^{-13}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>3490</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>1.40 \times 10^{-11}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>4050</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>1.33 \times 10^{-08}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>3145</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>1.75 \times 10^{-09}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>3444</td>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>1.51 \times 10^{-09}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>1274</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>3771</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>1.29 \times 10^{-07}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>4797</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1.38 \times 10^{-06}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>2634</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>5141</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.92 \times 10^{-05}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>2510</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>1.75 \times 10^{-09}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Argon driver gas.
the breakdown of laminar flow, resulting in the heat transfer process being assisted by turbulent mixing in an intermittent manner. The increase in Stanton number, or beat transfer rate, continued as the boundary layer flow became more and more turbulent. The establishment of a fully turbulent boundary layer was marked by a consistent decrease in Stanton number after the maximum value, albeit the shape of the experimental Stanton number profile did not follow the curve calculated using turbulent boundary layer theory. The increase of transition Reynolds number with unit Reynolds number is also depicted in Fig. 11. Another feature observed in data analysis is that the position of the transition onset point was not fixed during the test, but fluctuated over a wide region. Transition by its nature is unsteady, and the unit Reynolds number was not completely constant throughout the test period, so this result was not unexpected. In the present study, the uncertainty of the onset position was constrained by half of the distance between two consecutive transducers. The turbulent boundary layer the measured heat transfer rates were smaller than predicted values. This could be attributed to chemical reactions, such as oxygen dissociation, which would reduce the recovery temperature of the boundary layer flow, although increase in heat transfer in laminar region due to recombination of dissociated oxygen has been reported for a sharp cone model (Germain et al (31)).

Transition results are listed in Table 1, along with the freestream test conditions and unit Reynolds number. Figure 12 displays the relation between transition Reynolds number and wall to recovery temperature ratio $T_r/T_w$. These data can extend Stetson and Rushin's results in the low range of wall to recovery temperature ratios, as well as reveal that the transition Reynolds number is pressure and enthalpy dependent. However, in the plot of $Re_a=Re_w$, the measured points collapsed closely on to a single curve. This implied that, as pointed out by Ross (32), the primary influence of pressure and temperature on transition is through the unit Reynolds number coupling. In both Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, the effect of Mach number was not eliminated, i.e. all the data points were plotted regardless of the Mach numbers involved in test flows. The general trend of Fig. 12 shows that transition Reynolds number decreased with wall cooling, contrary to the observation made by Cary (33) but in agreement with the results by Demetriades (34) and Stetson and Rushton (35). Another important difference between the present investigation and those of previous investigators lies in the method of wall cooling. In this experiment the variation in wall to recovery temperature ratio was achieved by changing the stagnation enthalpy of the flow while the wall temperature was maintained constant, which is the same method employed by Stetson and Rushton (35). The methods used by most other investigators were the opposite. For this reason, Stetson and Rushton's conical data were plotted in Fig. 12 for comparison. Figure 13 implies that there would be a simple relation between transition Reynolds number and unit Reynolds number, and this relation incorporates the effects of Mach number, pressure and wall cooling.

Following Nagel's (36) discussion, the correlation between $Re_a$ and $Re_w$ can be written as

$$Re_a = a Re_w^{0.44} \quad \ldots (21)$$

where the constant $a$ is determined through the experiment and was found to be 2687. The $Re_a-Re_w$ relationship was compared with experimental and theoretical results of other investigators in Fig. 14. The transition zone was correlated using Dhawan and Narasimha's (37) proposal, i.e.
where \( c = 13 - 8 \), and was also determined through the experiment. Equations (21) and (22) are substituted into Equation (19) to calculate the intermittency factor:

\[
Re_e - Re_t = cRe_{04} \quad \text{(22)}
\]

Figure 15 shows transition Reynolds number vs Mach number, and it became apparent that the effect of Mach number on transition was influenced by freestream pressure. Also included in this figure are Owen’s\(^{32}\) result and a simple correlation by Bowcutt \( e(d)\). It should be pointed out that in the present investigation, all tests were performed on the same fixed geometry nozzle, and changes in Mach number were due to changes in chemical composition of test gas and the stagnation enthalpy was varied. Consequently, associated with this Mach number variation was the change in unit Reynolds number. Therefore, Fig. 15 should be regarded as the reflection of the effect of unit Reynolds number on transition when viewed in \( M-Re \) space.

CONCLUSION

The experimental investigation extended the boundary layer transition measurement to the stagnation temperature of about 9100K for flow over a flat plate. The relation between the onset transition Reynolds number and unit Reynolds number in high enthalpy hypersonic flows was shown to be similar to that in low enthalpy supersonic and hypersonic flows. The result of the present investigation showed that unit Reynolds number was the primary parameter in determining transition in hypervelocity boundary layers. Wall cooling destabilized the laminar boundary layer and caused the reduction of transition Reynolds number, which indicated that the second mode instability may retain its dominance in the transition of hypervelocity boundary layers. The experimental data was consistent with the results from other facilities, although the test flow of T4 shock tunnel contains strong disturbances with a narrow band of concentration of disturbance energy. The measured heat transfer rate in laminar boundary layers agreed well with analytical predictions, whereas in turbulent boundary layer, it differed significantly from available turbulence models. Dissociations of diatomic molecules in the air test flow would have effects similar to wall cooling on boundary layer flow, i.e., they both result in the reduction of recovery temperature in the boundary layer. It could be speculated that the effects of the former on hypervelocity boundary layer transition are similar to that of the latter. Further investigations are needed to verify this speculation and to examine the effects of different modelconfigurations on hypervelocity boundary layer transition.
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ABSTRACT

In response to the need for ground testing facilities for super orbital re-entry research, a small scale facility has been set up at the University of Queensland to demonstrate the Superorbital Expansion Tube concept. This unique device is a free piston driven, triple diaphragm, impulse shock facility which uses the enthalpy multiplication mechanism of the unsteady expansion process and the addition of a secondary shock driver to further heat the driver gas. The pilot facility has been operated to produce quasi-steady test flows in air with shock velocities in excess of 13 km/s and with a usable test flow duration of the order of 15 µs. An experimental condition produced in the facility with total enthalpy of 108 MJ/kg and a total pressure of 335 MPa is reported. A simple analytical flow model which accounts for non-ideal rupture of the light tertiary diaphragm and the resulting entropy increase in the test gas is discussed. It is shown that equilibrium calculations more accurately model the unsteady expansion process than calculations assuming frozen chemistry. This is because the high enthalpy flows produced in the facility can only be achieved if the chemical energy stored in the test flow during shock heating of the test gas is partially returned to the flow during the process of unsteady expansion. Measurements of heat transfer rates to a flat plate demonstrate the usability of the test flow for aerothermodynamic testing and comparison of these rates with empirical calculations confirms the usable accuracy of the flow model.

NOTATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>speed of sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>diameter of tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h )</td>
<td>specific enthalpy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l )</td>
<td>slug length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l_{rs} )</td>
<td>asymptotic slug length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_f )</td>
<td>reflected Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_C )</td>
<td>mass per unit area of gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_{DP} )</td>
<td>mass per unit area of tertiary diaphragm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Pr )</td>
<td>Prandtl number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q )</td>
<td>heat transfer rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Re )</td>
<td>Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subscripts

1...20 gas states
\( a,b,...,z \) variation of gas state within flow region
\( e \) edge of boundary layer
\( I \) interface
\( r \) recovery
\( R \) reflected shock
\( s \) shock
\( w \) wall

1. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing interest in the design of vehicles intended to enter the atmosphere of other planets or return to the Earth’s atmosphere from beyond Earth orbit, experimental facilities will be required to allow aerothermodynamic ground testing of flight vehicle concepts and components. The envelope of flight regimes for these vehicles is expanding. Recent parametric studies on missions which involve Mars entry and Earth return4 foresee aerocapture manoeuvres involving atmospheric approach velocities of up to 14.5 km/s. It has not been possible to produce flows suitable for aerodynamic testing at such speeds, in any existing ground based facility. Even the most capable testing facilities such as free-piston driven shock tunnels and expansion tubes are limited in the maximum flow enthalpies they can produce. In the case of reflected shock tunnels this limit is due to the high temperatures and pressures which must be contained in the stagnation region before expansion of the flow through the nozzle, and the associated energy losses through radiative cooling. The standard single stage driver expansion tube does not experience this limitation, but its performance is limited by the strength of the shock wave produced by its driver. Flow velocities up to 9.9 km/s have been achieved in a free-piston driven single-stage driver expansion tube5.
Non-reflected shock tunnels can produce shock speeds which are fast enough for supersonic studies. However, all the energy is added to the test gas across the shock, which produces a dissociated, ionised plasma quite unsuitable for aerodynamic testing.

The Superorbital Expansion Tube is a new hypervelocity facility designed to produce flow conditions in a variety of test gases at velocities exceeding Earth orbital velocity. It operates as a free piston driven, triple diaphragm, impulse wind tunnel. It differs from the standard expansion tube layout with the addition of a secondary driver section in which the primary driver gas is used to shock heat a secondary driver gas, boosting the driver performance. A small scale Superorbital Expansion Tube facility is currently in operation at the University of Queensland, and is being used to investigate these hypervelocity flow regimes using both air as test gas, reported here, and carbon dioxide test gas.

Test conditions are only useful if the state of the gas in the test flow can be quantified. As well as discussing the operation and performance of the facility, this paper also outlines the equilibrium analysis used to calculate the state of the test flows used in experiments in the small scale Superorbital Expansion Tube. This analysis is also appropriate for flow calculations in a standard expansion tube or any other facility using an unsteady expansion generated from the shock induced rupture of a light diaphragm with a large pressure difference across it.

2. OPERATION OF THE SUPERORBITAL EXPANSION TUBE

The operation of the Superorbital Expansion Tube is described in Morgan and Stalker. It uses the phenomenon of enthalpy multiplication of the test flow through an unsteady expansion as used in the standard expansion tube, described originally by Rosier and Blossom. In this process the total enthalpy of the flow is determined by the extent of the final unsteady expansion of the test gas.

The layout of the facility is shown in Fig. 1. The tunnel is driven by a helium filled, free piston driver which is used to shock heat a helium filled secondary driver section (2–111 m in length), separated from it by a heavy diaphragm (1.6 mm mild steel, 52.5 MPa burst pressure). The primary driver, designated TQ, was originally designed for use with a small scale shock tunnel. It is of limited performance as it can only produce driver gas temperatures up to 1800 K. The compression tube of the primary driver has an internal diameter of 100 mm and uses a 25 kg free piston. The secondary driver, shock tube and acceleration tube sections are all of constant area (38 mm internal diameter).

The facility can be operated in two driver modes. In the first, or reflected, mode the driver gas is stagnated at the end of the secondary driver section and exhausts into the test gas contained in the shock tube section (of adjustable length, initially 315 m).

Figure 1. Layout of the small scale Superorbital Expansion Tube facility.

which is separated from the secondary driver by a thin steel secondary diaphragm (0.6 mm, 12.4 MPa burst pressure). In the second or straight-through mode the thin steel secondary diaphragm is replaced with a light cellophane diaphragm (23 mm, 95 kPa burst pressure) which ruptures with the arrival of the shock. The second mode is the preferred mode of operation. Because the primary shock speed is overdriven, the reflection of the shock in the first mode would be expected to contaminate the driver gas and reduce the driver's performance. The experiments described in this work use the preferred straight-through mode of operation.

In both modes the resulting shock wave propagates into the shock tube section and accelerates the quiescent test gas. The shock wave traverses the shock tube and ruptures the light tertiary diaphragm (9 mm grocery wrap material, 20 kPa burst pressure) and then accelerates to a higher velocity as it passes into low pressure accelerator gas (helium or air) contained in the acceleration tube (1289 m in length, adjustable). The test gas following the shock is also further accelerated as it is expanded unsteadily into the acceleration tube. At the exit of the acceleration tube the test gas passes over the instrumented model mounted in the test section. Helium is the preferred accelerator gas as it has a low density and subsequently lower Mach number giving lower pressure and temperature ratios than air for the same shock speed.

It is the addition of the secondary driver section which, under the appropriate operating conditions, is able to boost the performance of the facility beyond that of a standard free piston driven expansion tube as reported by Neely et al. In an expansion tube, the performance of the facility, that is the flow enthalpy which can be produced, is a function of the strength of the initial incident shock wave produced by the driver. Morgan and Stalker describe the performance enhancing mechanism of the secondary driver with the use of a wave diagram of the flow (Fig. 2).

The primary and secondary driver gases in regions 2 and 3 respectively, which are both helium, have the same pressure and velocity as they are separated only by a gas interface. Thus if the free piston driver is operated so that the primary shock is overdriven then the helium in region two will have the higher speed of sound. The driver gas is therefore able to drive a higher shock speed through the test gas contained in the adjacent shock tube than would be possible for a single driver arrangement where region three drives the test gas shock directly.

Figure 2. Wave diagram of the flow process in the Superorbital Expansion Tube.
3. ESTABLISHMENT OF FLOW CONDITIONS USING AIR TEST GAS

A number of test conditions for the small scale Superorbital Expansion Tube have been established by investigating a range of filling pressures in the secondary driver, shock tube and acceleration tube sections. The highest enthalpy experimental condition produced in the facility is set out in Table 1.

For the high shock velocities produced in the shock tube (> 8 km/s) it was observed, during initial testing, that there was severe attenuation of the flow with the shock being slowed by up to 2 km/s when it reached the tertiary diaphragm. The degree of attenuation is a function of the shock velocity. To avoid the resulting decrease in performance due to this viscous flow attenuation, sections of the shock tube were removed to reduce its length (to 1.625 m) so that the secondary shock reaches the tertiary diaphragm before significant attenuation has occurred. Final tertiary shock velocities in excess of 13 km/s were achieved, for the condition described in Table 1, where a period of usable quasi-steady test flow of 15 μs duration was observed (Fig. 5).

Static pressure levels were recorded at a number of stations down the length of the three sections. These measurements were also used to calculate the shock speeds in each section. In the acceleration tube, ionisation detectors were mounted in parallel with the pressure transducers and were used to confirm the shock speeds. A typical record of wall static pressures measured in the acceleration tube is shown in Fig. 3, illustrating the development of a region of steady flow between the tertiary shock wave and the trailing expansion wave. Paultre proposed that it is either this expansion wave, or the reflected wave emanating from the interaction of the upstream head of the unsteady expansion with the driver-test gas interface in the shock tube, which terminates the test flow.

A standard PCB piezoelectric pressure transducer, in the configuration described by Neely et al., was initially used to measure the centreline pitot pressure levels in the test flow. Shielding was required to protect the expensive PCB transducer from fragments of the primary diaphragm which may be carried down the tube by the flow after rupture. This shielding increases the response time of the gauge, due to the filling of the cavity between the transducer and its shield, to the order of 10 μs (compared with 2 μs for unshielded operation as was observed for the flush mounted wall pressure gauges). This configuration is therefore unsuitable for the high enthalpy, short duration flows of this study. The shielded PCB was used for set up runs to determine if a suitable flow was established, in which the bar gauges described below might be used.

The bar gauge has been developed as a relatively cheap device which can therefore be placed directly in the flow without shielding. The bar gauges used were based on a design developed at the Australian National University for use in the T3 free-piston driven shock tunnel. They consist of a thin piezoelectric film sandwiched between a sensing bar of aluminium and a tail of tin-lead alloy (Fig. 4). The device operates by measuring the intensity of the stress wave which propagates down the sensing bar to the piezoelectric film when the gauge is aerodynamically loaded. The material and dimensions of the tail are chosen such that the stress wave which propagates into the tail will not reflect back down its length before the period of test flow is past.

Typical wall static pressure and centreline pitot pressure histories, recorded at the exit of the acceleration tube, are shown in Fig. 5 for the high enthalpy test condition. The static pressure trace shown is from an upstream transducer as the exit transducer trace was found to be more susceptible to noise, as can be seen in Fig. 3. High frequency oscillations visible on the traces are consistent with ringing of the gauges in the mounts and were also seen in calibration tests. This behaviour is not thought to be a flow phenomenon.

Calculations indicate that the passage of the slug of accelerator gas (5 mm in length) should last less than 0.5 μs, and is therefore not resolved by the instrumentation. The traces are therefore indicative of the passage of the test gas. The calculated pressure levels for these test flows are indicated in Fig. 5 and are discussed.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Condition</th>
<th>108 MJ/kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>secondary driver fill pressure (Pa)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shock tube fill pressure (Pa)</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acceleration tube fill pressure (Pa)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test gas</td>
<td>air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accelerator gas</td>
<td>He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shock tube length (m)</td>
<td>1.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final primary shock speed (m/s)</td>
<td>6450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final secondary shock speed (m/s)</td>
<td>7280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final tertiary shock speed (m/s)</td>
<td>13 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.** Acceleration tube wall static pressure histories showing calculated time for the passage of test slug (tertiary shock speed = 10.7 km/s).

**Figure 4.** Detail of aluminium/lead bar gauge used to measure centreline pitot pressure.

**Figure 5.** Centreline pitot pressure history (upper pitot) and (lower) wall static pressure history for 108 MJ/kg test condition (Note: $P_r$ measured 780 mm upstream of $P_f$).
in a later section. As can be seen from the pitot pressure trace, problems were experienced with the rise time of the bar gauges used to measure the pitot pressure. Calibration tests with the bar gauge flush mounted in a blanked off tube indicate a gauge rise time of 4 μs. This rise time is increased with the addition of the flow establishment time for a gauge placed in the freestream. While this is not ideal, it is adequate for resolving the region of steady flow which is observed in the static pressure traces. The bar gauges would also be expected to suffer less from temperature effects in the hot flow due to the displacement of the piezoelectric film from the sensing surface. Development of the bar gauges, which are custom made, is continuing in house, and an improved response is anticipated, which should give better definition of the limits of the test flow. It is also possible that the use of scored primary diaphragms will eliminate the problems with debris and allow the use of non shielded PCBs to measure the pitot pressure levels in the flow.

4. ANALYSIS OF TEST GAS FLOW STATES

4.1 Approach

This section covers the analysis of the processes to which the test gas alone is subjected, and leads to an estimate of the flow conditions which are achieved in the expanded core flow. No attempt is made here to model the driver flow although the perfect gas analysis from Morgan and Stalker was used to help in determining the optimum driver conditions. The analysis is one-dimensional, and not fully predictive in nature, in that the experimentally measured values of the secondary and tertiary shock speeds are used. This is seen as being an essential tool for the preliminary evaluation of the experimental results.

In a parallel study, an axisymmetric Godunov scheme with laminar viscosity and equilibrium chemistry is being used to simulate the experiments, and is expected to add important detail to defining the extent of the usable flow in space and time.

The approach of other researchers to calculating expansion tube conditions is interesting, and can potentially be usefully applied to the current configuration to improve understanding of the complete flow conditions. Wilson has performed a one-dimensional finite rate chemistry simulation with diaphragm inertia represented by a finite holding time for which the shock tube acts as a reflected shock tunnel. The code was used to simulate the conditions produced in Hypulse, the GASL expansion tube facility, and predicted an unexpectedly high level of dissociation in the test gas due to the strength of the reflected shock from the secondary diaphragm. Subsequent analysis by Bakos and Morgan with an improved diaphragm analysis, and a criterion for the onset of chemical freezing, indicated that this level of dissociation was underestimated. As discussed below, chemical freezing of enthalpy has extra significance in the Superorbital Expansion Tube because the enthalpy multiplication effect across an unsteady expansion does not act on frozen chemical enthalpy.

Jacobs performed a perfect gas axisymmetric analysis of the Hypulse facility, with viscous effects, which revealed useful information about the integrity of the contact surface, the extent and uniformity of the test flow disturbances, and departures from one-dimensional flow in general. The high static enthalpies involved in the superorbital facility preclude the use of perfect gas analysis, though the usefulness of a two-dimensional code is clearly illustrated in this report.

It is seen that none of the currently available codes is able to fully predict the operation and test conditions of the superorbital flow. The analysis developed here was configured to model the dominant effects influencing the flow (i.e. viscous shock attenuation, diaphragm inertia and the unsteady expansion with near equilibrium chemistry) separately and sequentially in a way which realistically follows a sample of gas through its passage to the test section. Noting the limitations of this approach, good agreement with the experimental results was observed.

4.2 Implementation of the flow model

As stated above, the observed shock speeds in the shock and acceleration tubes are used in conjunction with the known quiescent test gas pressure to calculate the secondary and tertiary shock strengths. Real gas calculations of these conditions are made using an equilibrium analysis. The static pressure and the entropy level behind the shock are determined and these are used to determine the full gas state via an equilibrium scheme. The validity of assuming an equilibrium state is discussed later.

Calculation of the changing state of the flow through the unsteady expansion is implemented in a stepwise manner. The expansion process is divided into a large number of velocity increments (for these calculations, 100) which proceed from the calculated starting velocity of the test gas (state 8, Fig. 2) to the final velocity after expansion (state 12). This final test gas velocity is set equal to the observed tertiary shock speed as it can be shown by calculation that full Miret’s development of the accelerator gas slug length occurs due to its low quiescent density. Calculation across each increment is governed by the standard equation for a simple unsteady expansion wave which relates the change in static enthalpy to the change in velocity and the local speed of sound.

\[ dh = -\rho dw \] (1)

A calculation of the entropy and static enthalpy of the flow is made at the initial state eight. For equilibrium or frozen flow the expansion is isentropic. The gas condition is uniquely defined by the static enthalpy and static entropy and the Equate code is used to iterate, at the end of each computed step, a solution for pressure, temperature and gas composition. The Creak subroutines developed by Pratt and Wormeck are used to calculate the equilibrium composition at each point. These subroutines are valid for 35 ionized and unionized species in air between 300K and 24 000K. The process proceeds until the final velocity is reached, thus supplying the final state of the test gas. In this process it turns out that the determination of the initial gas state after diaphragm rupture, which then undergoes unsteady expansion, is a critical step.

The lightest possible tertiary diaphragm is used to separate the air test gas and the helium accelerator gas. Ideally this diaphragm would rupture instantaneously and, having no mass, would have no further influence on the flow. But as has been reported in previous expansion tube work, even the lightest diaphragm does not behave ideally resulting in two principal non-ideal effects. These are reflection of the incident secondary shock wave into the oncoming test gas and momentum loss from the expanded flow due to the energy required to accelerate the diaphragm mass after rupture. This behaviour is observed on a more detailed wave diagram for the flow in the vicinity of the tertiary diaphragm (Fig. 6).

Operation of the facility has shown that the tertiary diaphragm material does not petal, but is sheared off around its circumference, leaving the now unattached material, whether it be solid or vapour, to travel with the flow. The subsequent motion and behaviour of the diaphragm is unclear. The strength of the reflected shock as it traverses the test gas is described well by a simple inertial model, but the values of tertiary shock speed measured could not be achieved if the diaphragm result remains as an obstacle to the flow for more than about one tube diameter downstream. Stalker has suggested that fragmentation may allow test gas to leak past the diaphragm. Independent of whatever happens to the diaphragm, the boundary conditions for the test gas across...
the unsteady expansion are determined from the strength of the reflected shock and from the experimentally measured tertiary shock speed. The analysis presented here relates these boundary conditions to give a prediction of the final flow properties.

Pertaining of the diaphragm may be the preferred rupture mechanism as it would anchor the material to the diaphragm station, but for such a light material it is hard to achieve. In this instance the diaphragm is impulsively loaded to two orders of magnitude above its static rupture pressure, and circumferential shearing occurs. Attempts to actively rupture the diaphragm in a controlled manner have been made and continuing work on these methods is being carried out in this department.

These non-ideal diaphragm effects must be accounted for and have a significant influence on the calculation of the test gas state. The slug of shock heated test gas which arrives at the tertiary diaphragm (Fig. 6, region 6) is processed by the reflected shock wave (region 8) and there is a resulting entropy rise in the test gas which depends on the strength of the reverse shock. It then passes through the unsteady expansion which develops behind the accelerator gas-test gas interface.

The source of shock heated test gas for the expansion is non-uniform. The first part of the test gas slug to arrive (region 6a), is stagnated by the shock which is reflected from the tertiary diaphragm (region 8a) and is then expanded from this state. Once the diaphragm ruptures through, this stagnation of the flow no longer occurs as the reflected shock is attenuated by the expansion waves (regions 8b...), eventually to a Mach wave, and is no longer strong enough to bring the oncoming test gas to a halt. The test gas may thus be expanded from a range of initial gas states (8a...), all of varying entropy.

Calculation of the expansion process and the resulting state of the test gas must be made for this range of starting conditions. It is perhaps easiest to consider the two bounding extremes of the starting flow. The first extreme is the initial part of the test gas slug to enter the expansion (region 8a) which will become the first part of the final test flow. This region of test gas is taken as initially stationary with conditions determined behind a fully reflected shock bringing the test gas to rest. The other extreme is the terminating case (region 8b) which is the final part of the test gas slug to make it into region 12 before the end of the acceleration tube. The calculation of this state is less straightforward.

By tracing a particle path through the unsteady expansion, the exit point of the particle may be determined. Pauli set out some simple one step analytical relations for the particle path through an unsteady expansion, directly relating the entrance and exit trajectories. Unfortunately these relations are for an ideal gas and assume a constant value of the ratio of specific heats. As the variation of γ has significant effect through the unsteady expansion, it is necessary to fully track the particle using the equilibrium scheme described earlier in this section. By adjusting the entrance time into the expansion, different particle paths may be simulated, and the appropriate one chosen.

The disturbance (w + a wave) emanating from the point where the interface, separating the test gas and secondary driver gas, catches up with the attenuated reflected shock must also be tracked as it, rather than the trailing expansion wave, may terminate the test flow (Fig. 7). This occurs in a similar fashion to the process described by Pauli whereby the test flow is terminated by the wave emanating from the interaction between the driver-test gas interface and the leading expansion wave.

Calculation of the terminating particle path, for the flow conditions and facility geometries described here, reveals that only a very small fraction of the shock heated test gas in region 8 reaches the final test flow and that it is the trailing expansion wave which terminates the test flow rather than the reflected wave (Fig. 7). This indicates the expected period of steady flow of 17 μs which is of the order of that observed. This also suggests the tunnel geometry described may not be the optimum configuration for the flow condition. Disregarding any further attenuation of the test shock, calculation of the trajectory of the reflected wave suggests that the optimum length for the acceleration tube at this condition is 5 m. This would significantly increase the slug length of test flow and thus extend the test time to 60 μs. However, operation of the facility with longer acceleration tubes was found to cause severe attenuation of the test shock speed.

To determine the point of interface catchup and the strength of the reflected shock at the beginning of the terminating particle path, it is necessary to model the behaviour of the tertiary diaphragm after rupture. Meyer developed an analytical onedimensional model for the impact of a shock wave on a movable wall such as a diaphragm, and the subsequent wave behaviour after impact. The model though is only accurate for weak incident shocks. A more appropriate analytical model has been developed for the Superorbital Expansion Tube and is described here for the strong shocks experienced in the flows considered in this study.

The residual influence of the tertiary diaphragm after rupture is represented by the inertia of the diaphragm as it is convected downstream in a similar form to the action of a free piston. The mass of the ruptured diaphragm is accelerated downstream by the pressure difference across the diaphragm, the pressure behind the reflected shock being far greater than the quiescent accelerator gas pressure initially as much as 700,000 times) and the subsequent shock heated accelerator gas pressure. As this occurs expansion waves propagate upstream from the diaphragm, eventually attenuating the reflected shock to a Mach wave.
accelerating diaphragm also sends compression waves downstream into the accelerator gas which quickly converge to form the tertiary shock (Fig. 6).

As the reflected shock and the diaphragm are initially in close proximity (within one tube diameter) and the sound speed behind the reflected shock is very high, it is assumed that the expansion waves emanating from the diaphragm immediately catch up with the reflected shock and that the attenuated shock pressure is immediately realised on the face of the diaphragm. Thus we have specified a region of uniform gas velocity between the reflected shock and the diaphragm remnants. The velocity of the interface, \( u_b \), formed by the diaphragm remnants, is determined by the integration of its acceleration from rupture,

\[
u_b = (u_j) + \frac{\mu_j}{m_{gb} + m_{b}} (p_j - p_b_i) \tag{2}
\]

where \( m_{gb} \) is the mass of the diaphragm material per unit area and \( m_b \) is the mass of the gas per unit area which is contained between the reverse shock, \( S_r \), and the tertiary shock, \( S_t \).

\[
\begin{align*}
  m_{gb} & = \rho_g (x_i - x_g) \frac{p_j}{p_b_i} \left( x_g - x_i \right) \tag{3} \\
  M_b & = \frac{(u_b - u_j)}{4a_b} + \frac{(u_b - u_j)^2 (v + 1)^2}{16a_b} \tag{4}
\end{align*}
\]

As the reverse shock traverses the test gas it induces an entropy change in the gas which may be determined from the Mach number, \( M_b \), calculated from Equation (4). The period it takes the shock to traverse the slug of test gas is small (<15 μs) and it can be shown that only a small displacement of the diaphragm will occur in this time indicating that it is permissible to determine the reverse shock strength from the theory presented. It should also be noted that as the initial pressure loadings on the tertiary diaphragm are small (less than \( \frac{1}{200} \) of the burst pressure) there will be no significant pre-deformation of the diaphragm further suggesting one dimensional behaviour and circumferential failure of the light diaphragm material.

As this simple diaphragm analysis assumes ideal gas behaviour there will be some inaccuracy associated with its use on the high enthalpy conditions considered here. This analysis though, is only used to determine the shock strength at the beginning of the terminating particle path. The use of an adjusted value of the ratio of specific heats, \( \gamma \), is set equal to that necessary to match the initial value of the test gas calculated from Equation (4), against that required by the iterative equilibrium scheme to fully stagnate the test gas (region 8a). It helps to minimise the error. It should be noted that the entropy change across the reflected shock (\( M_b = 2.5 \)) is much less than that across the incident shock (\( M_b = 20 \)), so that errors in this procedure are second order effects.

To calculate the velocity of the gas behind the attenuated reverse shock at the beginning of the terminating particle path (State 8a), the velocity immediately upstream of the shock must be determined. Although the shock heated test gas in region 6 is nominally indicated as being a region of uniform flow in Fig. 2 and Fig. 6, it is in fact a region in which there is a velocity gradient induced by viscous effects. Mirels' analysis was used to determine the velocity of various points in the region and this is found to have a significant effect on the final values of pitot pressure calculated for the expanded test flow.

Mirels' theory implies that due to the viscous effects of the boundary layer growing behind the incident shock, the velocity of the gas behind the shock will approach the attenuated velocity of the shock at an asymptotic slug length determined by Equation (5).

\[
I_n = \frac{d^2 H_x \left( u_s - u_b \right) \rho_g}{16b^2 \frac{u_s}{\mu_s}} \tag{5}
\]

A calculation of the actual slug length of test gas at the end of the shock tube is made by solving Equations (6) and this is compared, for the test flow described in Table 1, to the calculated asymptotic slug length in Table 2.

\[
-1 \frac{1}{2} \frac{X}{W} = \ln \left( 1 - \left( \frac{I}{I_n} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \right) \tag{6}
\]

It can be seen from Table 2 that for both conditions the slug of test gas does not reach full development in the shock tube, and thus the velocity of the interface and the adjacent test gas does not reach the attenuated shock velocity. Mirels uses Equation (7) to calculate the flow non uniformity between the shock wave and the contact surface.

\[
\frac{p_i u_i}{p_j u_j} = \frac{1}{\left( \frac{I}{I_n} \right)} \tag{7}
\]

If we assume that the flow density remains essentially constant, an estimate of the velocity at a distance behind the shock, which is less than the asymptotic slug length, may be made.

\[
u_w = u_b + \left( \frac{u_b - u_j}{\frac{1}{2}} \right) \tag{8}
\]

This is used to determine the incoming test gas velocity adjacent to the beginning of the terminating particle path (region 8). Jacobs has shown numerically, using an asymmetric Navier-Stokes code, that the rise in velocity behind the shock is essentially of the form described by Equation (8).

For the initial velocity determined in this manner, the gas velocity and gas state across the reflected shock is calculated (Table 3) and is then expanded through the unsteady expansion.

Once the starting conditions for the expansion process are determined the remnants of the diaphragm are disregarded and it is assumed they have no further effect on the flow state. The effects of the curvature and shifting of the origin of the expansion fan are essentially confined to the immediate vicinity of the tertiary diaphragm and for ease of calculation are also disregarded. The unsteady expansion is assumed to behave as a simple linear fan for the implementation of the equilibrium scheme described earlier in this section.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test condition</th>
<th>108 MJ/kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>asymptotic slug length</td>
<td>( I_n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actual slug length</td>
<td>( I )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow condition</th>
<th>108 MJ/kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow state</td>
<td>( \rho )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflected Mach number</td>
<td>3.697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure (KPa)</td>
<td>7672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature (K)</td>
<td>156.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>state enthalpy (MJ/kg)</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velocity (m/s)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio of specific heats</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gas constant (J/KgK)</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total pressure* (MPa)</td>
<td>772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total enthalpy* (MJ/kg)</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* determined by isentropic stagnation
The two starting conditions set out in Table 3 are used to calculate the limits of the range of test gas flows produced at the end of the unsteady expansion. The calculated gas states of the test flow (region 12) at the end of the acceleration tube, are set out in Table 4.

The resulting calculation of static pressure and pitot pressure levels for each starting condition can also be seen in Figs 5a and 5b superimposed on those pressures measured in the experimental flow. Examination of the flow states before (Table 3) and after expansion (Table 4) indicate a decrease in the static pressure of the test gas compressed by the reflected shock due to the attenuation of the shock after diaphragm rupture. A slight downward pressure gradient in time remains after expansion to the final flow state. It may be seen from Fig. 5 that although the overall levels of predicted pressures are close to observed values, the experimental static and pitot pressure levels appear to increase slightly through the test flow.

Although the analysis included viscous effects behind the secondary shock, the expansion to the tertiary shock speed was performed using inviscid theory. It is thought that boundary layer growth in the expanded test gas (region 12) may be causing the noted discrepancy. A calculation of the displacement thickness of a laminar air boundary layer at the end of the test gas slug (0.97 mm for the 108 MJ/kg condition) indicates a contraction of the flow core sufficient to produce a net pressure rise in the test flow. The analysis of Alkman and Morgan suggests this specific problem.

It is interesting to compare the final flow states calculated by modelling the expansion as an equilibrium process with calculations made assuming a frozen expansion process. Calculation of the expanded state of the test gas, required to match the observed final velocity, were made for a frozen expansion by fixing the chemical state of the test gas after processing by the reflected shock (state 8). The resulting expanded frozen states are also set out in Table 4.

The high dissociation fractions of the nitrogen component of the air for the frozen cases indicate that large amounts of chemical energy are stored in the flow after shock heating in the shock tube section. It can be seen that the resulting temperatures, static pressures and pitot pressures of the expanded frozen test gas are unrealistically low giving support to the assumption of an approximately equilibrium process occurring through the unsteady expansion. To achieve the high enthalpy flow conditions produced by the Superorbital Expansion Tube in experiments, the flow energy used to dissociate the test gas when it is shock heated in the shock tube must be at least partially restored to the flow through recombination of the test gas through the unsteady expansion. If this energy remained frozen as chemical energy the observed test conditions could not be achieved. It can be seen that allowing the expansion to proceed in an equilibrium manner results in significant recombination of the nitrogen component.

In the Superorbital Expansion Tube, as in all facilities which use the unsteady expansion process, the total enthalpy is not fixed at any point in the flow as it is in shock tunnel facilities. Rather, the Superorbital Expansion Tube relies on the enthalpy multiplication mechanism of the unsteady expansion and thus any increase in energy due to recombination through the unsteady expansion will be multiplied by the expansion to produce the elevated final enthalpies recorded. This is one of the main advantages which expansion tubes have over more conventional shock tube facilities in producing high enthalpy flows.

It should be noted that in reality, the chemical reactions occurring through the unsteady expansion do so in such short distances and times that finite rate chemical kinetics would come into play. This is especially true for the beginning of the test slug where the test gas traverses the expansion wave near its origin and thus experiences the highest rate of expansion. The equilibrium model described here, though, allows a straightforward calculation giving a useful indication of the final flow states, without having to consider the complexities of finite rate chemical kinetics. It is planned that future development of this model will include some accounting for these chemical kinetics via the approximate scheme described by Bakos and Morgan.

5. HEAT TRANSFER RATE MEASUREMENTS TO A FLAT PLATE

As a demonstration of the usability of the superorbital velocity flow produced in the facility for aerothermodynamic testing, experiments in the test flow were conducted to measure heat transfer rates to a flat plate for the 108 MJ/kg condition. The flat plate, 65 mm in length and 25 mm wide, was mounted along the centre-line of the acceleration tube exit at zero incidence to the flow (Fig. 8). It was instrumented with six platinum–crucible thin film resistance thermometers, flush mounted along the surface at 8 mm intervals beginning 132 mm from the leading edge. Although the duration of the test flow is brief there are sufficient model lengths of test gas in the test slug to establish steady flow over the model and a typical unsmoothened integrated heat transfer rate history illustrating the essentially steady nature of the test flow over the flat plate is shown in Fig. 9.

![Figure 8. Flat plate geometry for heat transfer rate experiments.](image-url)
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the flat plate using a pressure distribution
determined by the weak interaction principle for a cold wall22; which is appropriate
for the geometry and flow state in question. These
in turn were used to calculate the heat transfer rate to the flat plate. The calculated
rates are compared in Fig. 10 with the surface
temperature histories which were integrated, in the manner of Schultz and Jones23; to obtain the
heat transfer rates.

For laminar boundary layers with similar profiles, the coefficients
in Equation (9) are all constant except for the local Reynolds number. In Fig. 10 the Stanton
number is normalised by $x^{-0.5}$ which is proportional to $q/Re^{-0.5}$, and the steady level when
plotted against the wetted length is seen to be constant, indicating laminar flow. The level is also seen to be in agreement with
Eckert's empirical correlation. This is an interesting result as the
as the correlations are unproven at these flow velocities and would not be expected to account for high enthalpy heat transfer mechanisms
such as radiative heating which increase in significance at the elevated temperatures encountered here.

Dips in the surface temperature traces at the arrival of the shock, as can be seen in Fig. 9, were evident on many of the
experimental traces. He24; observed similar dips in his flat plate experiments and postulates that they may be due to a decrease in
resistance across the gauge due to conduction through the ionised
boundary layer flow. For a uniform test flow the initial resistance change due to this conduction is large with the starting of the
surface flow and results in a decrease in the recorded voltage. The
surface flow quickly becomes steady and the subsequent voltage increase is due only to the increasing surface temperature. He sug-
gests that a simple first order correction may be made by effect-
ively shifting the origin of the heat transfer rate trace to the base
of the dip. This would increase the measured heating rates to a
level greater than the laminar calculation predicts.

The correlation of the empirical calculations and the integrated measurements is good, indicating that the method of determining
the final test flow was described above is effective and that a useful core of test gas at superorbital velocity has been created in the
facility.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The combination of an added secondary driver section to further
shock heat the driver gas and the entropy multiplication effect of
the unsteady expansion of the test gas allow the unique Super-
orbital Expansion Tube facility to produce flows at superorbital
velocities, without the dissociation problems experienced by
conventional shock tubes at these speeds. The small scale facility
used to investigate the concept has been operated to produce
quasi-steady test flows with shock velocities in excess of 13 km/s
and with a duration of usable test flow of approximately 15 ms.
Such high enthalpy flows are of importance in the design of
any vehicle used to operate within a planetary atmosphere at velocities exceeding Earth orbital velocity, such as in proposed missions
returning to Earth from Mars. No other existing ground based
test facility can produce test flows at these velocities, with gas
composition suitable for aerodynamic testing.

Consideration of the effects of boundary layer growth and non
ideal diaphragm rupture on the flow have allowed a better under-
standing of the dominant flow mechanisms and enabled more
accurate matching of calculated and observed test flow states. In
particular account has been taken of the increase in the entropy of
the test gas associated with the shock reflection at the tertiary di-
aphragm and the resulting non uniformity of the test gas slug
in the shock tube.

It has also been shown that much better agreement with experi-
ment is achieved if the unsteady expansion is modelled as an
equilibrium process rather than as a frozen chemistry process.

as the high enthalpies produced by the facility are not possible un-
tless some of the chemical energy stored in the flow after shock
heating of the test gas is returned to the flow during the unsteady
expansion process.

Heat transfer rate measurements to a flat plate at zero incidence
in the superorbital flow were of the same level as those predicted
by Eckert's empirical correlations for laminar flow. These results
show that the test flow produced by the facility can be used for
meaningful aerothermodynamic research and further confirm that
the analytical method of determining the final test flow states is
both reasonable and useful.

These initial results have demonstrated the viability of the
Superorbital Expansion Tube concept and while further testing on
the small scale facility will continue, work is now proceeding on
the design of larger scale facilities. It is foreseen that such facili-
ties will be invaluable for the basic aerothermodynamic research
required for future interplanetary missions involving atmospheric
manoeuvring as well as for the design and testing of vehicles to
be used on such missions.
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Balances for the Measurement of Multiple Components of Force in Flows of a Millisecond Duration
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Abstract. This paper reports a new balance for the measurement of three components of force - lift, drag and pitching moment - in impulsively starting flows which have a duration of about one millisecond. The basics of the design of the balance are presented and results of tests on a 15° semi-angle cone set at incidence in the T4 shock tunnel are compared with predictions. These results indicate that the prototype balance performs well for a 1.9 kg, 220 mm long model. Also presented are results from initial bench tests of another application of the deconvolution force balance to the measurement of thrust produced by a 2D scramjet nozzle.
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1. Introduction

The measurement of forces on vehicles flying at hypervelocity conditions has been restricted by the short durations for which current experimental facilities can sustain a representative flow. Progress has been made recently in designing balances for use in flows of duration as short as a few milliseconds (Jessen and Gronig 1993; Naumann et al. 1993; Carbonaro 1993). A new technique for measuring a single force component, the deconvolution drag balance, has been developed recently at The University of Queensland (Sanderson and Simmons 1991). This technique involves interpreting transient signals from strain gauges on a long sting connected to the test model to determine the time-history of the drag loading. The deconvolution drag balance has been applied to quite large and complex shapes in flows of duration as short as 1 ms (Porter et al. 1993).

In this paper the deconvolution force balance is extended to the simultaneous measurement of lift, drag and pitching moment. The basic design of this balance is considered and the installation of a prototype balance for measurements with a 15° semi-angle cone is discussed. Results for this model at small angles of incidence in a Mach 5 flow of nitrogen are then presented. A further application of the deconvolution balance to thrust measurement on a two-dimensional scramjet nozzle is also discussed.

2. The three-component balance design

The three-component deconvolution force balance consists of a single, 2 m long sting attached to the test model by four short bars (Fig. 1). Each of the short bars is instrumented for measurement of axial strain at its mid-point. A strain gauge bridge is
also attached to the sting 200 mm from the model/sting junction. Combinations of the strain signals from the four bars are used to produce two output signals - one responding primarily to a lift input signal and the other responding primarily to a pitching moment input signal. The strain measurement in the sting responds primarily to a drag input. Inevitably there is some coupling amongst these output signals.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the three-component balance arrangement.

The time histories of the three outputs related to lift, drag and moment, \( y_L(t) \), \( y_D(t) \) and \( y_M(t) \), can be related to the time-histories of the lift force, drag force and pitching moment on the model, \( u_L(t) \), \( u_D(t) \) and \( u_M(t) \) via nine impulse response functions. This coupled convolution problem can be written in matrix notation as in Mee et al. (1992)

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  y_L \\
  y_D \\
  y_M
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
  G_{LL} & G_{LD} & G_{LM} \\
  G_{DL} & G_{DD} & G_{DM} \\
  G_{ML} & G_{MD} & G_{MM}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
  u_L \\
  u_D \\
  u_M
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where the \( y \) vectors are formed from the discretized output signals and the \( u \) vectors are formed from the applied load time histories. The square \( G \) matrices are formed from the impulse response functions, \( G_{ij} \) being the impulse response for the \( y_i \) output to a \( u_j \) input. If there is no coupling amongst the outputs then the off-diagonal submatrices in the impulse response matrix will be null. Further details on the design of the force balance are given in Mee et al. (1992).

The nine impulse response matrices were found from a series of bench tests in which a weight was attached to the model by a fine wire. The wire was cut, thus producing a step change in the load applied to the model. The output signals resulting from such a load change were recorded and processed to produce the impulse responses. The linearity of the system enables the responses to flow-type loading distributions to be determined by superposition of the results of several tests for single loads applied at various locations on the model.

In experiments in the shock tunnel, each of the \( y_i \) outputs was measured and time domain, coupled deconvolution techniques were used to determine the time histories.
of the lift and drag forces and pitching moment on the model. The experimentally determined impulse response functions were used for this deconvolution.

3. Tests of a prototype balance

The prototype balance was installed in a 220 mm long, 15° semi-angle, aluminium cone as indicated in Fig. 2. The cone mass was 1.94 kg. The device was first tested outside the tunnel by cutting wires attaching weights to the model. Results for a single lift load applied to the cone were compared with the results for a distributed loading which gave the same net lift force and centre of pressure. These tests indicated that the balance was not very sensitive to the distribution of load on the model.

![Fig. 2 Details of the connection of the balance to the sting.](image)

![Fig. 3 Typical Pitot pressure trace for present tests.](image)

Experiments were performed in the T4 free-piston shock tunnel (Stalker and Morgan 1988) to test the performance of the balance. The sting was supported by fine wires (Fig. 1), thus allowing it to move freely in the plane of the lift force, and was shielded from the flow so that the only aerodynamic forces were on the surface of the cone. For these tests the cone was set at three angles of attack - 0.0°, 2.5° and 5.0°.

For the tests nitrogen, at the conditions given in Table 1, was used. A typical, filtered trace of Pitot pressure during a shot of the tunnel is given in Fig. 3. Note that the zero on this and subsequent time scales is arbitrary. The Pitot trace shows a small initial overshoot which is attributed to the nozzle starting process. The mean level settles to a steady value about 500 μs after the flow starts.

It takes about 800 μs for plane stress waves initiated by the arrival of the test gas to traverse the 2 m long steel sting, reflect from the free end and return to the strain measurement locations. During this time the flow has traversed approximately 15 model lengths. The deconvolution of the measured signals continues beyond this point but the accuracies of the impulse responses at these larger times deteriorates.

Examples of the raw voltage signals obtained from the five strain gauge bridges are shown in Fig. 4. These data are from the test at 2.5°. Results are shown for the strains measured in the two inclined and the two transverse bars joining the model to the sting and for the strain measured in the sting itself. The signal-to-noise ratio is

109
found to be adequate using semiconductor strain gauges. The relatively large oscillations in the signals in the transverse bars are associated with the dynamics of the model/sting configuration.

Table 1 Nominal test conditions - test gas is nitrogen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply Enthalpy (MJ/kg)</th>
<th>Supply Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Static Temperature (K)</th>
<th>Static Pressure (kPa)</th>
<th>Static Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Flow Speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Mach Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>0.0281</td>
<td>4270</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Raw strain signals from the five bridges for test at 2.5° incidence.

Deconvolved signals are shown in Fig. 5 for the three incidences of the present tests. The deconvolution process leads to amplification of noise on signals and the results shown have been passed through an 8-pole Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 6 kHz. The drag signals show an initial overshoot during the nozzle starting time, however the lift signals, which have a slower response, do not show this overshoot. Both lift and drag show reasonably steady values during the test time of 500 - 800 μs after flow start. The moment signal for the model is defined to be zero when the lift force acts through a point one-third of the cone axial length from the base of the cone - the theoretical line of action of the lift force for an inviscid conical flow. The results indicate that the centre of pressure during the test time is about 5 mm (2% of the cone height) further downstream of this point.

The measured results have been compared with the computed data of Jones (1969). There is a small difference in the ratio of specific heats (1.4 in Jones 1969 and 1.32 in the experiments) but a comparison of the results, shown in Table 2, gives an indication of the performance of the balance. There are some uncertainties in the conditions of the flow in the test section which, for example, will lead to an uncertainty in theoretical drag of ± 12% (Mee 1993). The absolute values for lift and drag are about 10% lower in the experiments but the ratios of lift to drag agree well. At this stage the accuracy of the balance has not been quantified.

5. Thrust measurement on a 2D scramjet nozzle
The deconvolution force balance is also being used to measure thrust produced by a symmetrically divergent nozzle with 11° ramp walls. The area ratio is approximately
5.5. Attached to the nozzle are two long stings in which the measurement of tensile strain will be used to find the nozzle's net axial thrust. The system is shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 5 Deconvolved lift, drag and moment signals for 0.0°, 2.5° and 5.0° incidence.](image)

**Table 2 Comparison of experimental results with computations of Jones (1969)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Incidence (deg.)</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Computation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Drag, D (N)</td>
<td>Lift, L (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3745</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3752</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3748</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stings are twisted through 90° near to the nozzle to provide rigidity and bending stiffness. Finite element modelling has shown this to be acceptable. There are strain gauges before and after the twist on each sting. The static pressure along the ramp walls and the Pitot pressure across the nozzle's exit plane will be measured in the experiments. Any difference between the thrust indicated by the pressures and that determined with the deconvolution balance will be due to skin friction.

The strains from a finite element simulation for a tunnel-type loading have been deconvolved successfully using an impulse response based on another finite element computation. The model has been manufactured and instrumented and bench testing shows encouraging agreement with the computations (Fig. 7). Differences between the step responses after arrival of reflected waves are attributed to different end conditions for the experiment and the computation. Based on these results and previous experience with deconvolution balances it is expected that the present balance will perform satisfactorily in tests in T4.

6. Conclusions

The results of tests using a three-component deconvolution force balance have indicated that the balance performs satisfactorily in a shock tunnel flow of a millisecond duration. The balance performed well on a model that was not restrictively small or light - the model was 220 mm long and had a mass of 1.9 kg. Further testing is required to quantify the accuracy of the balance.
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Fig. 6 Schematic of the thrust balance.

Fig. 7 Experimental and computed step responses for a point load on the nozzle.
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